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Abstract
Characterization of Cardiac Electrogram Signals During Atrial Fibrillation
Prasanth Ganesan
Supervising Professor: Dr. Behnaz Ghoraani
Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the most common cardiac arrhythmia in United States. The most
popular treatment for AF is a percutaneous procedure called catheter ablation. Current AF
ablation procedures unfortunately have a poor success rate, primarily because the mechanisms involved in AF are incompletely understood even today. Intra-atrial electrograms
have previously been shown to provide information on the mechanisms of AF. This thesis focuses on two such mechanisms – AF-sustaining sites known as sustained rotational
activities (RotAs), and atrial tissue with unique electrical properties known as myocardial
scars. Catheter ablation procedures today construct the 3D electroanatomic map of the
left atrium (LA) by maneuvering a conventional Multipolar Diagnostic Catheter (MPDC)
along the LA endocardial surface. These procedures are limited to pulmonary vein isolation and other linear ablation performed on various regions of the left atrium (such as roof
and mitral isthmus) where the regions are decided based on the atrial anatomy. However,
it remains unclear how to utilize the information provided by the MPDC to analyze and
characterize the RotAs and scars. Previous electrogram characterization studies mainly use
a single bipole rather than MPDCs to characterize the electrograms based on features such
as cycle length or dominant frequency from the time or frequency domain. In this thesis
we developed novel techniques for investigating the above mentioned mechanisms using
signal analysis, mathematical modeling, numerical simulation and clinical experiments, all
utilizing MPDC recordings. First, the variations in the total conduction delay (TCD) from
MPDC electrograms as the MPDC moves towards a RotA source was investigated. Second, the maximum peak-to-peak amplitudes of MPDC electrograms recorded during AF
and NSR were analyzed. This thesis provides insights into methods of characterization of
cardiac electrograms and the findings of this thesis could address the current challenges in
AF ablation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Motivation

Cardiovascular disease is the leading cause of mortality in the world and also in the United
States, claiming more than 375,000 lives of Americans a year. It accounts for 17.3 million
deaths annually and is expected to rise to 23.6 million by 2030. The number of Americans
living with some form of cardiovascular disease or the after-effects of stroke is around 85.6
million leading to direct and indirect costs of more than $320 billion for health expenditures
and lost productivity. Sudden Cardiac Death (SCD) contributes to more than half of the
total number of deaths. In 2011, about 326,200 people experienced out-of-hospital SCD
among which 10.6% survived after treatment by EMS [28] [53]. SCD is caused primarily
due to cardiac arrhythmias. In general, among all the cardiac arrhythmias, atrial fibrillation
(AF) is the most common arrhythmia affecting over 2.7 million people in USA annually
[37] [53]. AF is characterized by quivering of the atria in a highly irregular fashion due to
continuous rapid disorganization of electrical signals in the atria.
AF is the major cause of stroke [36] [62] and hence is a serious health concern [24]. The
increasing risk of AF demands attention making it a critical field of research. Ever since
the initial animal experiments until today, there have been development of several treatment methods for AF such as anti-arrhythmic drugs and surgical procedures among which
the most popular and promising treatment is the catheter ablation therapy. An important
discovery regarding the catheter ablation procedure was made by Haı̈ssaguerre et al., who
demonstrated that ectopic triggers from the pulmonary veins (PVs) are responsible for the
initiation of the arrhythmia and this resulted in the development of an ablation procedure
called PV isolation (PVI), where the atrial tissue in the PV ostia is cauterized using radiofrequency energy focused by an ablation catheter. Many improvements to the conventional
PVI have been made, even after which the success rate is unfortunately only 40% to 60%,
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primarily because it targets the electrical activity originating from PVs and fails to count the
sources present outside the PVs. Although current ablation procedures incorporate linear
lesions and a few other techniques, they are all restricted to the anatomic knowledge and is
not subjective to the sources that initiate and perpetuate AF. Previous studies on animal AF
have shown that rotor-like activities (RotAs) that exist outside the PVs contribute to sustaining the AF and hence the ablation procedure should focus on these sites as well [82].
Narayan et al., [58] performed ablation of these sites using unipolar electrograms obtained
from a basket catheter, which showed that targeting sites outside the PVs (predominantly
the left atrial region) during ablation provides better results than performing PV isolation
exclusively [57]. Similar clinical trials that were performed targeting stable AF sources as
a follow-up, showed an improved success rate over the conventional ablation procedure [7].
However, basket catheters are associated with some limitations such as low resolution, poor
precision in mapping of anatomical sites, and limited torque capabilities. These limitations
can be overcome by using a conventional Multi-Polar Diagnostic Catheter (MPDC) instead
of a basket catheter where it would still be possible to detect RotAs in humans [27].
Although these studies demonstrate that the RotAs in the left atrium (LA) could be
detected, there is no well-defined algorithm to localize them so that the MPDC could be
guided towards the RotAs. Unlike PV isolation, where the knowledge of precise location
of the AF source is not required because the PV junctions can be anatomically identified
and isolated, the cardiac chamber surface is complex, anisotropic and the RotAs cannot be
visualized directly. Hence, some knowledge of the location of the RotA source would be
greatly beneficial, and it could, in turn, expedite patient-specific mechanism-based catheter
ablation through the use of a RotA localization algorithm.
In recent years, several methods have been developed to determine the location of the
RotA source by examining the characteristics of electrograms obtained from a catheter. The
algorithm developed by Roney et al. [74], which demonstrates a mathematical approach
for quantification of the propagation velocity of an action potential and measurement of
direction and distance of the RotA using a multipolar catheter, is one such approach to
confronting the challenges of localization, along with many other existing mathematical
approaches like polynomial surface-fitting algorithms [6], finite-difference methods [76]
[42], cosine-fit methods [13], triangulation techniques [40] [12], ensemble vector directional analysis [38], radial basis function interpolation [46] and maximum likelihood estimation methods [13]; and signal processing approaches such as frequency analysis of distinct signal components [73], time-frequency analysis [72], phase delay analysis and vector
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cardiography techniques [4]. Rappel and Narayan used the mathematical definition of an
Archimedean Spiral in order to characterize the morphology and propagation dynamics of
RotAs. This method was used to determine the minimum spatial resolution required to map
the RotAs [71]. Despite the development of all these methods, detailed information on the
variations in characteristics associated with MPDC electrograms, such as conduction delay
and cycle length, depending on the distance from the RotA source, is still obscure. If such
variations were understood, it is likely that progress in addressing the current challenges in
AF, such as achieving improved identification of ablation targets and permanent treatment
via AF ablation [84], could be accelerated. Hence, the first part of this thesis is focused
on investigation of intra-atrial electrogram characteristics as the MPDC moves towards the
RotA source.
On the other hand, a noteworthy phenomenon of the LA tissue is the formation of slow
conduction zones and completely scarred zones in the LA myocardium. The slow conduction sites are basically sites displaying Low Voltage (LV) electrograms - amplitude 0.1 0.3 mv, and those with amplitude ≤0.1 mv can be classified as Very Low Voltage (VLV)
zones [27] [33]. The LV areas are referred by Atienza et al., as “incomplete conduction
block” and are defined as an area of the tissue with poor electrical properties thus leading
to breakthrough of the electrical waves propagating across this area [5]. This wave breakthrough may contribute to maintaining fibrillation activity and hence the locations of LV
areas are an important aspect in generation of passive AF sources and consequently serve
as potential targets for ablation. However, there is not much work done in investigating the
relationship between the scars (both LVs and VLVs) identified during AF and those identified during Normal Sinus Rhythm (NSR). The hypothesis being proposed is that the left
atrial locations revealing characteristics of scar when the patient is in AF, do not necessarily
signify an actual scar. The hypothesis is based on the concept that LVs and VLVs could
arise from passive wave collision or far-field activity. Additionally, it is believed that the
LVs and VLVs identified during NSR are the actual location of scars. Hence, it is important to investigate the scars during AF and NSR, and compare them. In order to accomplish
this, intra-atrial electrograms (EGMs) recorded from a patient during NSR and AF were
analyzed using signal processing techniques, and subsequently the EGMs that possessed
characteristics of scar were identified. The hypothesis was finally verified by comparing
the two EGM groups. The result of this analysis is expected to provide a foundation for
building systems that could distinguish the scar zones from the zones with passive activity, and consequently assist in precise identification and evaluation of the locations of scar
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present in LA myocardium. The study could also enhance the construction of accurate scar
maps in 3D visualization. Further, it is believed that this analysis will provide new insights
in understanding the relationship between the AF sources and the scar locations. This scar
analysis forms the second part of the thesis work.
By and large, the results and inferences of the thesis work deliver a better understanding
of the mechanisms involved in AF via electrogram analysis and also provides opportunities
for addressing the current challenges in catheter ablation procedures for AF treatment.

1.2

Objectives

The objectives of this thesis work are two-fold:
1. To investigate the variations in electrograms as the MPDC is moved towards the RotA
source:
The study is comprised of finding patterns of variations in the electrogram characteristics as the catheter is moved towards the RotA source from an arbitrary location
in the left atrium. A simulation was developed to determine the characteristics of
the electrograms and their variations. Subsequently, the inferences of the simulation
study were evaluated using offline analysis of electrogram signals that were obtained
from a clinical study.
The simulation method was developed based on the mathematical model of human
atrial cell proposed by Nygren et al., in 1998 [63]. Several signal analysis techniques
were utilized to determine the characteristics of the simulated electrograms. The
proposed method of characterization showed consistency in several different paths as
explained later in Section 4.1.1.
In the clinical study, high-efficiency signal processing algorithms were implemented
on the clinically obtained AF electrograms and signal characteristics were determined. These characteristics were then investigated based on the findings of the
simulation study thus evaluating the proposed method of MPDC electrogram characterization.
2. To determine and analyze the relationship between myocardial scars present during
NSR and AF:
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The hypothesis is that the LA recording sites revealing characteristics of scarring
when the patient is in AF, do not necessarily signify an actual scar. The motivation
for this study is that the relationship between the scar locations during AF and during
NSR are poorly understood. This study focuses on developing a novel method to
analyze the intra-atrial electrograms recorded when the patient is in NSR and in AF
in order to determine and investigate the relationship between the two types of scar
signals and subsequently verify the hypothesis.
The clinically recorded electrograms were analyzed offline by initially employing
custom-designed filter blocks and subsequently determining the amplitudes of the
local activations in each electrogram. A novel mapping method based on 3D geometrical techniques was developed to map and register the recording locations in NSR
and AF. Finally, the amplitudes of activation in different scar signals were compared
for evaluating the proposed hypothesis.

1.3

Contribution

In this thesis, the above mentioned challenges and objectives are addressed using various
existing and novel algorithms. Some significant contributions of this thesis work are as
follows:
1. Enhancement of a 2D simulation of atrial fibrillation that was developed using a mathematical model of human atrial tissue.
2. Development of an algorithm to automatically annotate both simulated and clinical
electrograms’ activation times.
3. Development of a novel mapping and registration technique to identify the bipole locations recorded during normal sinus rhythm that correspond to those recorded during
atrial fibrillation, and vice-versa.
4. Development of an algorithm for automatic computation of electrogram characteristics for any number of recordings.
5. This work was presented at: the proceedings of Upstate NewYork Cardiac Electrophysiology Society (UNYCES) meeting, Nov 2014.
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6. Publication of this work: Prasanth Ganesan, Elizabeth M. Cherry, Arkady M. Pertsov,
and Behnaz Ghoraani, “Characterization of Electrograms from Multipolar Diagnostic
Catheters during Atrial Fibrillation”, BioMed Research International Journal, pages
1–9, 2015, [25], Impact factor: 2.706.
Link to the article: http://www.hindawi.com/journals/bmri/aa/272954/

1.4

Thesis Organization

The thesis is organized into five chapters. Chapter 1 (Introduction) briefly explains the
motivation behind this thesis work. In addition, the chapter discusses the thesis objectives
and provides an introduction to the study methods used in the thesis.
Chapter 2 (Background) gives a detailed description of the anatomy and mechanical
functioning of the heart. Since the thesis work is in the field of cardiac electrophysiology,
Chapter 2 also explains the electrical conduction system of the heart, the various mechanisms pertaining to electrophysiology, some common cardiac arrhythmias with exclusive
focus on atrial fibrillation (AF) which is the primary application addressed by the thesis. It
also discusses the previous and current studies, techniques and treatments of AF. Finally,
the two types of electrograms and concomitant concepts are described.
Chapter 3 (Methods) provides explanation on the study methods that were developed to
address both objective 1 (referred to as phase-I) and objective 2 (referred to as phase-II) of
the thesis individually. Section 3.1.1 describes the mathematical model and other methods
that were developed to perform the simulation study and the subsequent section describes
the clinical study consisting of a 59 year old AF patient. The signal processing algorithms
that were developed to analyze both the simulated and clinically-obtained electrograms are
then discussed along with the mathematical computations of electrogram characteristics.
Later, phase-II methods are explained, which begins with a customized clinical study and
then gives a detailed description of the signal processing methods utilized on the clinical
electrograms in order to analyze them. A novel technique developed for mapping and
registering the recorded locations is discussed, marking the end of the chapter.
Chapter 4 (Results) describes the results obtained from the studies in phase-I and phaseII. The section describing phase-I results includes the results of both simulation study and
clinical study along with their inferences. Section 4.2 describes the results of Phase-II of
the thesis and subsequently provides a discussion on how the results successfully verify the
proposed hypothesis.
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Chapter 5 (Conclusion) provides a summary of the thesis and how the methods and
algorithms developed address and achieve the thesis objectives. It also discusses the significance of the thesis work in current clinical practice.
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Chapter 2
Background and Fundamentals
2.1

Introduction to Cardiac Anatomy & Functioning of the Heart

The heart forms a vital part of the circulation system. The heart in any species is responsible
for pumping the deoxygenated blood through the lungs where it is oxygenated and pump it
back to the entire body through the various blood vessels. Since the topic of the thesis deals
with human atrial fibrillation, the following sections explain the anatomy and the principle
of the human heart.
2.1.1

Anatomy

As shown in Figure 2.1, the heart consists of four chambers, two upper and two lower. The
upper chambers called the atria consist of the right atrium (RA) and the left atrium (LA).
Similarly, the lower chambers are called the right ventricle and the left ventricle. The valve
between the right atrium and right ventricle is called the tricuspid valve; that between left
atrium and left ventricle is called the mitral valve (or bicuspid valve). Both these valves are
flexible to close and open in accordance to the contraction of the chambers and this openclose action is supported by a group of strong muscle fibers called the chordae tendonae
which are attached to the myocardium. The ventricles are much larger in volume than
the atria and possess relatively thick myocardium. The LA and RA are separated by a thin
piece of muscle called the inter-atrial septum. This basically prevents mixing of oxygenated
and the deoxygenated blood. The major veins that drain the deoxygenated blood from all
parts of the body into the heart are called superior venacava and inferior venacava; both
are connected to the RA. The right ventricles are connected to the pulmonary artery which
is connected to the lungs and the LA is fed by the pulmonary veins (PVs) that lead from
the lungs to return oxygenated blood. The major artery called the aorta connects the left
ventricle and the rest of the body to supply oxygenated blood. The inferior-most region of
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the ventricles is referred to as the apex of the heart.

Figure 2.1: Anatomy of the Heart (Anterior View): The figure illustrates the different chambers
and valves of the heart. The arrows indicate the direction of blood flow due to contractions of the
heart chambers. Image Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atrium_(heart)
#/media/File:Diagram_of_the_human_heart_(cropped).svg

The PVs are the only veins that carry oxygenated blood, and the other veins that bring
in blood from the body to the heart form the peripheral venous system and are all connected
to the venacava. One of the peripheral veins that is important in this thesis is the femoral
vein which travels along the leg and is used primarily in percutaneous procedures such as
catheter ablation for accessing the different regions of the heart. The veins that carry the
blood back from the cardiac cells are called the coronary veins and the branches of the
coronary veins are connected to a common collection point called the coronary sinus (CS)
which is also an important location in catheter ablation therapy. On the other hand, the
pulmonary arteries are the only arteries that carry deoxygenated blood in our body.
In addition to the macroscopic anatomic structures associated with the heart, structures
in the microscopic level are noteworthy. One such structure is the myocardial tissue itself.
The myocardium is made up of special type of tissue called striated muscle tissue. Striated
muscles can also be found in areas of the human body such as skeletal muscle and muscles present in head and neck known as branchiometric muscles. Cardiac muscle forming
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the myocardium is an unique involuntary striated muscle having cross striations formed by
segments of thick and thin proteins [64]. The myocardium is divided into different layers
namely the outer epicardium, the middle myocardium and the inner endocardium. The epicardium is further divided into the outermost pericardium and the underlying epicardium
but the terms epicardium and pericardium are interchangeably used to refer to the outer
layer of cardiac muscle. Also, the term myocardium is a generic term used to describe the
entire cardiac muscle collectively. The innermost layer, the endocardium, is composed of
endolithial cells that provide a smooth non-adherent surface for blood collection and pumping. The endocardium is the layer from where the intra-atrial electrograms are recorded
during catheter ablation procedure for AF. Intra-atrial electrograms are discussed in greater
detail in Section 2.8.2.
Since the thesis work involves the concept of catheter ablation performed in the LA,
it is worth discussing the structures that are part of the LA, especially the PVs. There are
four PVs in the posterior left atrial wall (PLAW) as shown in Figure 2.1. From the posterior
view, the PV on the top-left is called the left superior PV (LSPV), the one on the bottomleft is the left inferior PV (LIPV), the PVs on top-right and bottom-right are called the right
superior (RSPV) and right inferior PVs (RIPV) respectively. The LSPV and LIPV together
form the left PVs (LPVs) that originate from the left lung, and similarly the RSPV and
RIPV together form the right PVs (RPVs) originating from the right lung. An important
feature of the PVs is that their tissue characteristics are entirely different from that of the
LA tissue. However, the myocardial tissue found in the LA extends into all the PVs about
1 to 3 cm [83] [32] [85] [11]. This extended myocardial tissue is a significant factor in the
context of AF as discussed in the later sections.
In addition to these anatomic features, the LA consists of innervations forming the
cardiac autonomous nervous system. These structures are called ganglionic plexi (GP).
There are four GPs present in the LA and they comprise of innervations of sympathetic and
parasympathetic neurons originating from T1-T5 of the thoracic vertebrae. These GPs can
play an important role in AF [78] but it is not an easy to locate the GPs and ablate them as
a part of catheter ablation treatment [11].
2.1.2

Mechanical Function of the Heart

The heart is fundamentally a blood pump. Deoxygenated blood from the body travels
through the venous system reaching the venacava draining into the RA. From the RA, it is
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pumped into the right ventricle, then to the lungs through the pulmonary arteries where the
blood is oxygenated and it is returned to the LA through the PVs. From the LA, it is forced
into the left ventricle where it is pumped out and circulated to the entire body through the
aorta branching into arteries and arterioles.
This path of flow shown in Figure 2.1 is an outcome of coordinated contractions of
the different chambers of heart. When the RA contracts the blood flows from RA to right
ventricle through the tricuspid valve and when the right ventricle contracts, it is forced into
lungs through the pulmonary arteries; similarly the contraction of LA results in flow from
LA to left ventricle through the mitral valve and the contraction of the left ventricle circulates it to the rest of the body after passing through the aortic valve. The most intriguing
phenomenon in this whole process is that all four chambers contract in a specific pattern
hence coordinating the input and output blood flow efficiently in a single cycle. A cycle of
contraction of the atria and then ventricles composes a heartbeat. These contractions can be
divided into two phases namely the systole and the diastole. Systole represents ventricular
contraction phase and diastole refers to the ventricular relaxation phase during which the
atria contract to fill the relaxed ventricles. Hence, heartbeat consist of a repetitive pattern
of systole followed by diastole.
The heart of a normal human beats 60 to 100 times a minute and this is commonly
known as the heart rate (HR) which is measured in beats per minute (bpm). The HR is one
of the important cardiac performance parameters which provides information on the health
condition of a person. For an athlete, the HR is typically lower (40 to 60 bpm) than the
average human due to training consisting of intense prolonged cardiac activity. Similar to
HR, some other important parameters associated with cardiac performance measurement
are the ejection fraction, stroke volume and cardiac output. Ejection fraction (EF) refers to
the percentage of blood pumped out of the heart during each cardiac cycle. It is the ratio
of the stroke volume to the end-diastolic volume. The normal range of EF is 55 to 70%.
It is an extremely important and useful determinant of the performance of heart and hence
is compulsorily measured during AF treatment and follow-ups. The stroke volume is a
measure of the total volume of blood that leaves the left ventricle at the end of the systolic
phase. A healthy heart would have a stroke volume of about 70 mL for a 70 kg person.
The product of stroke volume and HR gives the cardiac output and typically has a mean of
4.5 Liters/min [19]. On the other hand, the circulation of blood throughout the body is also
dependent upon the blood pressure. It refers to the pressure imposed on the arterial walls
and is given by the ratio of the end-systolic to the end-diastolic pressure. A typical blood
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pressure value is 120/80 mm Hg.
In conclusion, the coordination of the contractions of myocardium during each beat is
a vital indicator of cardiac fitness and if this contraction pattern is disrupted, it leads to
abnormal contraction rhythms referred to as cardiac arrhythmias. Some common cardiac
arrhythmias are discussed in Section 2.3.

2.2

Electrical Activity in the Heart

The previous section explains that the circulation is carried out due to contractions of myocardium, but the mechanism behind how the contractions occur forms the electrophysiology of the heart. Cardiac electrophysiology is a field of study that involves both engineering
and science.

Figure 2.2: Electrical Conduction system of the Heart: The figure illustrates the different electrical nodes and muscle fibers that play a role in the electrical conduction system.
Image source: https://classconnection.s3.amazonaws.com/754/flashcards/
2034754/png/ch_9_pic_141349381898638.png

The contractions is basically due to propagation of electric current along the myocardium.
The electrical conduction system of the heart is constituted by the following structures: the
sinoatrial node (SA), the atrio-ventricular node (AV), the bachmanns bundle, the bundle of
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His and the purkinje fibers.
The SA node is located in the apex of the RA and is responsible for generating impulse
triggers periodically. The rate at which these electrical impulses are generated decides the
HR. This signal then travels to the LA through the bachmann’s bundle which is a bunch
of muscle fibers that are conductive. This together activates the cells in the LA and RA
resulting in contraction of the atria. The signal then reaches the AV node which is present
about the middle of the atria and ventricles. The only conduction pathway between the atria
and the ventricles is the AV node; otherwise they both are electrically isolated. Another
important function of the AV node is that it delays the signal received from the atria before
allowing it to the ventricles. This delay serves the purpose of completely emptying the
blood in the atrial chambers into the ventricles before the latter contracts. From the AV
node the current travels through the His bundle fibers down to the apex of the heart, which
is subsequently distributed to the ventricles via the purkinje fibers thus activating the cells
of the ventricles. Hence the electrical conduction pathway for any healthy person is defined
by the process as explained above and is illustrated in Figure 2.2.
From the above discussion it is apparent that the cardiac activations are responsible for
the contraction of myocardium, but how this current is produced and how it is distributed
across the myocardium is briefly discussed in the following section.
2.2.1

Cardiac Cells and Action Potentials

There are two major types of cardiac cells associated with the electrical and mechanical
properties of heart: (i) the cardiomyocytes and (ii) the cardiac pacemaker cells. The term
cardiomyocytes has been interchangeably used to refer to a generic cardiac cell. The properties of the two types of cells are different from each other. The current in the myocardium
is basically a cumulative effect of activation of each cardiomyocyte. These activations are
represented by the difference in electric potential (voltage) between the inside and the outside of the cell and this potential difference is called transmembrane potential (TMP) [34].
The TMP is produced due to exchange of ions between the different ion channels present in
cardiomyocytes. Therefore, the underlying current is basically the ionic current which is a
part of the chemical reactions taking place inside a cell. Plotting the variation of TMP over
time results in a cell-activation curve called the action potential (AP). The AP is divided
into 4 phases (as shown in Figure 2.3) based on the effect of the ionic mechanisms taking
place: Phase 0 or resting phase, phase 1 or depolarization phase, phase 2 or plateau phase
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and phase 3 or repolarization phase. A single cycle of AP starts from phase 0 and goes all
the way through phase 3 and finally to phase 4 to complete the cycle.

Figure 2.3: Cardiac Action Potential: The various phases (phase 0 to phase 4) of an action potential is illustrated in the figure. Note the voltage range shooting from negative to positive during depolarization. Image source: http://www.hkma.org/english/cme/onlinecme/
201006-fig2.gif

There are four ion channels that play a major role in the different phases of AP, namely
the inward and delayed potassium (K+ ) channels, fast sodium (Na+ ) channels and L-type
calcium (Ca2+ ) channels.
During the resting phase of AP, the TMP of the cell is maintained at a negative voltage
which is around -90mv. This is called the resting potential. Now when a neighboring cell
gets activated, fast sodium channels open resulting in gradual increase in voltage. When
the threshold voltage (around -70mv) is reached, the calcium channels open and there is
a huge current that raises the AP to above 0mv (to a maximum of +20mv) leading to
the depolarization phase. After depolarization, the flow of fast Na+ stop and the Ca2+
counteracts the K+ thus reducing the potential and maintaining it at close to 0mv forming
the plateau phase. Subsequently, the flow of Ca2+ ions stop and this brings back the TMP
to the resting potential. The interval between end of plateau and the time just before it goes
to rest constitutes the repolarization phase. The time taken for repolarization of a cell plays
a major role in maintaining a consistent cardiac rhythm; modification in repolarization
interval has shown to both initiate and terminate arrhythmias [ref]. This concept is mainly
used in developing anti-arrhythmic drugs. The activation process repeats itself for every
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contraction cycle. The propagation of the APs along the cardiomyocytes cumulatively
renders the effect of a wave propagating along the myocardium.
In contrast to the regular cardiomyocytes, the pacemaker cells possess completely different properties such as a greater threshold and different AP. An important property of the
pacemaker cells is called the automaticity. It is the characteristic by which the cell does not
require any external voltage to stimulate the AP unlike the other cardiomyocytes which are
triggered by depolarization of a neighboring cell as discussed earlier. Pacemaker cells are
present in SA node, AV node and the ventricles.
The chemical energy created due to ionic mechanisms is then converted to mechanical
energy by the interactions of two proteins called Myocin and Actin. This interaction during
the calcium release phase results in a force of attraction between them, leading to cell
contraction thus resulting in myocardium contraction.
Areas in endocardium where the tissue is completely deceased or possesses poor electrical properties is called a scar. Areas that are completely scarred (deceased tissue) act as
a conduction block for AP propagation. A part of this thesis involves analysis of these sites
to better understand them during circumstances of AF and NSR.
Also, the AP when measured collectively using electrodes gives rise to electrograms –
an important aspect associated with the thesis work. Electrograms are discussed in Section
2.8.
In summary, the triggers originating from SA node in conjunction with the ionic mechanisms leads to APs and electrograms, thus resulting in contraction of the myocardium.
These mechanisms together form the electrophysiology of the heart.

2.3

Cardiac Arrhythmias

Rate and rhythm are two primary factors in cardiac electrophysiology. The rate is simply the HR and rhythm is the pattern of variations in contractions of the chambers of heart.
When the rhythm is abnormal, the condition is called cardiac arrhythmia. A normal rhythm
is generally referred as Normal Sinus Rhythm or NSR. An arrhythmic condition can either
make the heart beat slower than the normal HR (60 - 100 bpm) where the condition is called
as bradycardia, or the HR can be faster than the normal and this arrhythmia is called tachycardia. Apart from these two types, the contractions can completely become disorganized
thus making the heart to quiver rather than a slow or fast HR as mentioned above; this arrhythmia is called fibrillation. If the fibrillation occurs in atria it is called atrial fibrillation
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(AF) and that occurring in ventricles is called ventricular fibrillation (VF).
A common arrhythmia called atrial tachycardia is characterized by a rapidly firing focus
located in any part of the atrial wall. This rapid firing is not disorganized unlike AF but
causes the atria to beat faster than the normal rate. It is most commonly treated by catheter
ablation procedure and has a relatively high success rate of 90% after repeated procedures
[11].
Another popular atrial arrhythmia is the atrial flutter. Atrial flutter is a condition of rapid
beating of the atria due to a single reentrant circuit formed in the RA. Although the beating
is rapid, it occurs in an organized fashion similar to atrial tachycardia but the difference is
in the mechanism that initiates and drives the arrhythmia.
In contrast to the atrial arrhythmias discussed above, Wolff-Parkinson-White (WPW)
syndrome is an arrhythmia involving both atria and ventricles. Episodes of fast heart beats
i.e. a high HR, is the result of this condition but the syndrome occurs due to the presence
of an additional electrical pathway between the atria and ventricles.
In summary, there are four generic types of arrhythmias which are subdivided into many
other types. The four major types are: premature contractions, supraventricular tachycardias, ventricular arrhythmias, and bradyarrhythmias. AF, atrial tachycardia, atrial flutter,
WPW, all fall under the type supraventricular tachycardia. All these arrhythmias are caused
by deviation in the pathway of electrical wave propagation and some among them such as
AF and VF can be life-threatening thus resulting in high mortality and morbidity [24]. The
death due to cardiac arrhythmias is called Sudden Cardiac Death (SCD) which is completely different from the well-known heart attacks; hence the term SCD is not to be confused with deaths due to coronary artery diseases or other ischemic diseases. All common
arrhythmias can be detected and categorized with the help of interpretations of electrogram
patterns because each type of arrhythmia leaves a distinct pattern on the ECG. Further,
the work presented in this thesis is completely focused on AF; hence the discussions from
here-on will be primarily inclined to AF.

2.4

Introduction to Atrial Fibrillation

Atrial fibrillation is the most common cardiac arrhythmia affecting over 2.7 million people
annually in USA [37] [53]. Apart from USA, AF is also prevalent in Europe. AF is caused
by rapid disorganization of electrical signals in the atria. As discussed earlier, the conduction path during AF gets completely disrupted as compared to the path during NSR. In the
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case of atrial fibrillation these signals for various known and unknown reasons get chaotic
in the atrium thus causing the atria to fibrillate (see Figure 2.7). There are numerous explanations for the mechanism of AF resulting in the chaotic waves; some of the significant
ones are discussed in the later sections.
Some symptoms associated with AF are palpitations, which are sensations of a racing, uncomfortable, irregular heartbeat or a flip-flopping in the chest, physical weakness,
reduced ability to exercise, fatigue, lightheadedness, dizziness, shortness of breath, chest
pain and syncope. The several risks involved in AF are heart failure, lung disease, high
blood pressure, stroke history and diabetes.

Figure 2.4: Atrial Fibrillation vs Normal Sinus Rhythm: The figure illustrates the disorganization
of the signals in atria during AF (shown on the left), in contrast to the regular path of the signal during NSR (shown on the right). Image source: http://www.afnewjersey.com/images/
atrial-fibrillation.jpg

AF is a primary cause of stroke [36] [62] and is a life-threatening arrhythmia. In clinical perspective, an AF episode is defined as the fibrillation activity occurring for atleast
30 seconds [11]. Further, there are 4 types of AF namely paroxysmal, persistent, longstanding persistent and permanent AF. Among this, persistent and paroxysmal AF are the
most common ones. The thesis work comprises of clinical studies in which the subjects’
AF type was persistent AF.
Persistent AF, in general, is defined as continuous AF that is sustained beyond seven
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days. In contrast, Paroxysmal AF is defined as recurrent AF (≥ two episodes) that terminates spontaneously within 7 days. In other words, Paroxysmal AF may involve intermittent occurrence of AF [11]. Other types of AF are not of much importance in context of
this thesis work.
The increasing number of population affected by AF over the years have created the
necessity for extreme attention to finding novel solutions and investigating the mechanism
of genesis of AF which yet remains incompletely understood [11]and hence making it a
critical field of research. Some advancements and existing mechanisms underlying AF are
discussed in the following section. It also discusses the most important events in the history
of AF.

2.5

Previous Studies and Current Trends in Atrial Fibrillation

The first positive evidence of AF via electrograms was observed after the discovery of
electrocardiography by Willem Einthoven [44]. The first known experiments pertaining to
fibrillation were performed by Meyer using jellyfish rings and turtle ventricular muscles
in 1906 [47] [65]. Meyer found that the muscles were capable of sustaining circulating
electrical activities. Since AF and VF have similar mechanism and also the atria and the
ventricles possess similar electrical properties, the experiments with ventricles helped in
understanding both AF and VF. In 1920’s, the experiments of Mines and Lewis describe
their observation by what is called as “circus movement”. The studies of Mines and Garrey
with canine ventricle muscles laid the foundation for the concept of anatomic reentry as we
know it today [48] [49][26]. All these experiments were towards investigating the underlying mechanisms of AF, which even today is not completely certain. One such popular and
yet-under-debate hypothesis is the “Multiple wavelet Hypothesis” proposed by Moe [50]
followed by experimental work by Moe and Abildskov in 1959 [51] and computer modeling studies in 1964 [52] [35]. Moes hypothesis describes the reentry as occurrence of
multiple reentrant circuits rather than one single reentrant wave, which was later proved by
Allessie in 1985 [1] who also proposed the leading circle hypothesis around the 1970s [3]
[2] in accordance to their observation of some electrical waves rotating around a functional
obstacle. Another popular hypothesis that is currently trending is the initiation and perpetuation of AF by spiral waves, which were first demonstrated by Davidenko et al., [20] in
isolated sheep ventricles in 1990. These spiral waves are called rotors; more about rotors
are discussed in Section 2.7. Many of the above mentioned studies and also the ones that
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are currently carried out, involve computer modeling [31], mapping and simulation techniques [63] [16] [15] [25], which have served as an extremely supportive tool in research
pertaining to AF, besides the methods that used high resolution mapping of electrical activity using voltage-sensitive dyes [29] like di-4-anepps. Later, a special type of cardiac
electrograms called as complex fractionated atrial electrograms or CFAEs was proposed
by Nademanee et al., defined as those electrograms with cycle length ≤ 120 ms and amplitude in the range of 0.04 to 0.25 mV measured during sustained AF [54] [55]. According
to Nademanee and colleagues, the sites in the LA that display CFAEs are potential sites of
AF drivers. However, some clinical studies have shown controversial results that treatment
of AF based on CFAEs does not recognize improved outcomes and also the scientific basis
of such treatment is not universally accepted [11].
Theories on mechanisms of initiation, the dynamics and characteristics of the so called
rotors are discussed in Section 2.7. Rotors have long been observed in animal studies,
however, its existence was discovered in humans in the studies by Narayan et al. in 2012
[58] [59]. Also, optical mapping of isolated hearts of various animal models during both
AF and VF revealed the existence of rotors during reentry [65] [79] [14]. The presence of
rotors was also confirmed by many other pioneering researchers in this field. Further, the
work in this thesis considers rotors as the primary AF mechanism.
There were development of various methods to characterize and visualize the rotors
that were observed in animal models. These methods use sophisticated engineering and
computing techniques to map the spiral waves. One such popular technique is called the
phase mapping developed by gray et al., in 1998 [29]. Phase mapping is basically a timedomain analysis method where variation in the phase of time series component is analyzed
against the delayed component. The experiment by Gray et al., involves recording of optical signals from a point on the epicardial surface of a rabbit heart during VF (most of the
animal experiments involve the ventricles for the ease of mapping due to its larger size).
Now, this signal in time (F(t)) is plotted against the same signal with an embedded delay
(F(t+τ ), where τ is the delay). The resulting plot showed the presence of rotational activities around a functional center. Further, the phase mapping involves computation of a phase
value θ at every point on the cardiac surface in order to generate phase maps illustrating
phase gradients with different colors interpolated on the cardiac surface. These phase maps
represented the center of the spiral wave as the converging site of all colors/phases and
this site was called the phase singular (PS) [65]. This gave rise to development of various
approaches to compute the phase and study the spatio-temporal distribution of the rotors in
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time-domain. More recently, a method to quantify the minimum spatial resolution required
for precise phase mapping was proposed by Rappel and Narayan [71]. The technique
involves a mathematical approach based on Archimedean Spiral, a geometrical shape that
resembles a rotor. The phase mapping approach described by them uses a Hilbert transform
technique to compute the phase based on previous work by [60] following the approaches
introduced by Bray et al., [9] and Nash et al., [61], which uses Hilbert transform as well.
In contrast to the time-domain approach mentioned above, investigators in the field also
used the frequency domain to analyze the fibrillation activity. This technique called the
Dominant frequency (DF) mapping involves computing the Fast Fourier Transform of the
optical signal within a time window [73]. This frequency spectrum showed a peak, the
value of which was considered the DF value of that signal series [65]. DFs for optical
recordings from various location of the atria was computed and this gave rise to what is
called as a DF map. This map represents various order of frequencies using different colors
and according to some studies it is considered that the sites of high DF are associated
with the locations of AF drivers [45] [77] [11]. Consequently, examinations of various
DF maps resulted in a common concept that fibrillation is deterministic and displays an
organization with a hierarchy of frequencies. This frequency distribution was theorized to
be indicating the ion-channel gradients in the underlying tissue and also sites of wavebreak
(the concept of wavebreak is explained in Section 2.7). Also, majority of DF maps showed
that the frequency of activations in LA was higher compared to that in RA, during AF. The
significance of this can be further understood from experiments which showed that the AF
drivers are predominant in the PLAW when compared to other locations in LA and RA.
However, the DF maps were leading the investigators to activations during AF in general,
rather than associating them with rotors as performed with phase maps explained earlier.
Further, many studies have shown that the DF sites do not necessarily coincide with rotors
and that DF maps are useful only to analyze the frequency gradients over the cardiac surface
during AF [11].
Despite the development of mathematical and engineering methods that facilitated mapping of AF sources, real-time mapping and visualization of rotors are obscure even today.
Nevertheless, considerable progress have been made over the past few years by a number
of researchers working in this field in defining techniques that could provide a foundation
for precise rotor mapping and localization in future [25] [90] [75] [71] [6] [8] [74].
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2.6

Treatment Methods of Atrial Fibrillation

One track of challenges pertaining to AF is to understand and characterize the mechanism
underlying the arrhythmia including its sources (drivers), which involves both pharmacological and engineering based studies. Another track of challenges is finding solutions for
treating AF and enhancing the treatment methods to eventually achieve high success in
terminating the arrhythmia. The popular AF treatment methods developed so far are:
• Antiarrhythmic drug therapy
• Open heart Maze procedure
• Pacemaker treatment
• Catheter ablation therapy
The first and last in the above list are the most ubiquitous treatment methods, the combination of which is used even today.
Antiarrhythmic drug therapy:
The understanding of ionic mechanisms of the tissue during AF lead to the development
of pharmacological therapy that uses anti-arhrythmic drugs. These anti-arrhythmic drugs
are capable of directly interacting with the ion channels underlying the tissue and inturn
change the state of rhythm using mechanisms such as varying the refractory period of the
cardiomyocytes following the variation in duration of the AP, or blocking the flow of that
channel. According to the mechanism by which the drug alters the AP or interacts with
the ion channel, they are categorized into four major classes namely class I, class II, class
III and class IV [70]. There is also a class V but it does not have a specific functional
mechanism.
• Class I: They interact with sodium channel. They lengthen or shorten the duration of
AP. E.g. Quinidine, Flecainide.
• Class II: They are conventional beta blockers. E.g. Propranolol.
• Class III: These drugs interact with potassium channels and block them. This thus
prolongs repolarization of the AP. E.g. Amiodarone, Ibutilide.
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• Class IV: These are slow calcium channel blockers. E.g. Verapamil.
Class III is the most commonly used type mainly because of its outstanding rhythm
control properties. Amiodarone is one of the best anti-arrhythmic drug used largely even
today.
Although the treatment of AF with anti-arrhythmic drugs is a potential solution, it bears
its limitations. One of the major limitation is the side effects of drug usage. Other limitations include incomplete cure of arrhythmia leading to early and late recurrence. Hence,
treatment of AF using anti-arrhythmic drugs exclusively, is not recommended.
Open heart Maze procedure:
The maze procedure was introduced by James Cox in 1991 [17] [18]. It is an open-heart
surgery treatment where the surgical incisions are used to prevent the signals from causing
reentry. These lesions are designed in such a way that the primary anatomical sites that are
prone to reentry are transformed to conduction blocks. This treatment method was quite
successful, until Swartz et al., introduced the idea of performing the Maze lesion-set using
RF catheters [80]. The major limitation of the Maze procedure is that it is an open-chest
surgery.
Pacemaker Treatment:
The pacemaker is a device that monitors the heart rhythm and reverts the heart to NSR
during abnormal conditions. Pacemaker treatment was once considered effective but because of its limitations that it is an external device that has to be implanted using surgical
treatment, it is no longer recommended.
Catheter Ablation Therapy:
Catheter ablation therapy is the most common procedure for treating AF, today, because of
it’s high efficacy and substantial temporary termination of AF. This topic is discussed in
detail in the following section.
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2.6.1

Catheter Ablation Therapy

The limitations inherent by all other AF treatments led to the popularity of the percutaneous procedure called catheter ablation therapy which was relatively more safe and effective. Today, the treatment procedure involves a combination of catheter ablation and
anti-arrhythmic drugs, resulting in a high success rate compared to other treatments, simultaneously trending as a promising solution for AF.

Figure 2.5: PV triggers initiating AF (Posterior view): Figure illustrates the ectopic focal triggers
originating from the PVs eventually initiating spiral waves in the PLAW, thus initiating and sustaining AF. Image source: [11].

One of the revolutionary studies in AF ablation was done by Haı̈ssaguerre et al., [30]
who discovered that ectopic triggers (a.k.a. focal triggers) originating from the PVs initiate
and drive the AF activity. Following this discovery was the development of a catheter ablation procedure called PV isolation (PVI). This was an extraordinary benchmark that largely
increased the success rate of catheter ablation treatment. This initial PVI procedure called
the segmental ablation involved sequential ablation of PV ostia near the earliest activation
sites. Later, an ablation strategy developed by Pappone et al., involved electrically isolating the PVs from the myocardium by cauterizing the tissue encircling the PV ostia [66].
Further, enhancements were imposed to the conventional PVI and this modified procedure
called circumferential ablation involved ablation at the PV antrum [67]. This was further
improved when some specific sites in the anatomy were found to be potential sites of AF
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maintenance regardless of any patient and this hence gave rise to performing circumferential PVI in conjunction with linear lesions at roof and the other standard sites determined
based on some pre-defined mechanisms including CFAEs [27] [56]. The common goals
of ablation are to prevent AF either by eliminating the trigger that initiates AF or by altering the arrhythmogenic substrate in such a way that it could no longer maintain AF [11].
Typical end-points were established for each procedure such as verification of conduction
block using pacing technique and those sites failing the test are again ablated until they
form a complete conduction block. However, studies have demonstrated some after-effects
of catheter ablation - one of the major consequence of the procedure is the change in atrial
size and its electrical properties, the phenomenon of which is called structural remodeling
and electrical remodeling (including fibrosis) respectively. Further, current ablation procedures does not guarantee complete recovery of the arrhythmia; as a matter of fact, early
recurrence of AF is common post ablation as demonstrated by some studies and inturn
call for reablation attempts; but what is alarming is the late recurrence of AF - AF occurring later than 1 year. After a single procedure, late incidence have been reported between
11% and 29%, and that after repeated procedures have been between 7% and 24% [11].
Although it is been considered that the dominant mechanism of AF recurrence is PV reconnection because most of the patients undergoing repeated ablation procedures display
a PV reconnection, several potential mechanisms such as failure to identify and ablate the
non-PV arrhythmogenic sources during the initial procedure also play a major role in AF
recurrence. Such non-PV sources can occasionally be even in the form of focal triggers
as opposed to rotors, which can however be identified and ablated as performed in case of
atrial tachycardia.
Another natural question that arises is that how the location of PVs and other anatomic
structures are identified during PVI procedure. During the period of segmental ablation, the
visualization was achieved using fluoroscopy, the prolonged exposure of which is not advisable due to adverse side-effects of x-rays. With the development of technology, fluoroscopy
was partially replaced by a modern mapping technique called the 3D electroanatomic mapping (3D-E mapping). This mapping, as the name suggests, produces a three-dimensional
virtual visualization of the LA along with the PVs and other associated structures. The 3DE mapping technique requires a mapping catheter to collect the electroanatomic and other
activation data. Lasso (Biosense Webster, Diamond Bar, CA), Pentaray (Biosense Webster, Diamond Bar, CA) and Basket (Boston Scientific Corp., Marlborough, MA) catheters
are currently the most commonly used mapping catheters. Such catheters have multiple
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Figure 2.6: Circumferential PVI with additional Linear Lesions: The posterior view of LA is shown
in figure. The red lines indicate the ablation lesions. It can be inferred from the figure that the
PV antrum is ablated along with lines between the superior and inferior PVs and additional lines at
venacava and other minor structures. Image source: [11].

electrodes to collect information and hence are called Multi Polar Diagnostic Catheters or
MPDC. Since the study presented in this thesis involves a lasso catheter, the term MPDC
used throughout the thesis refers to a lasso catheter.
The 3D-E mapping procedure involves navigating the MPDC using femoral venous access to the LA via transseptal puncture. The MPDC is then roved to different LA locations
sequentially and the 3D coordinate data with respect to a reference catheter is recorded at
each of the site where the MPDC is maneuvered, which is then processed by a system with
a high-efficient interpolation algorithm to produce a graphical map of the LA in real-time.
This 3D map is updated throughout the procedure during every instants of recording. The
3D-E map was a pioneering technology making the LA easily accessible and inturn reducing the fluoroscopy time because once the MPDC is guided to LA with the help of CT,
the rest of the procedure is taken care using the 3D-E map. In addition to viewing the LA
structure, the position of the MPDC can also be viewed in the map. Modern 3D-E mapping
systems further allow to integrate activation data on the map so that features such as the
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Figure 2.7: Different types of MPDCs: Figure shows the various types of MPDCs
which are used for generating 3D-E maps and recording information from the endocardium. The top one is the 10 bipole lasso catheter (the one used in this thesis work),
the bottom-left is basket catheter and the bottom-right is the pentaray catheter. Image
source:
https://www.biosensewebster.com/images/productcatalog/
140808_BWI_final_full_6181.jpg,
http://www.bostonscientific.com/
en-US/products/catheters--mapping/constellation.html, http://www.
medicalexpo.com/prod/biosense-webster/product-71118-525535.html

distribution of voltage, the site of earliest activation and also the locations where the tissue
has been ablated, can be accessed. All this information are displayed in the form of color
codes on the LA surface produced by the map. One of the important factor that makes
such explicit mapping possible is the relatively high spatial resolution and high electrode
population of the MPDC.
In summary, the 3D-E map that allows real-time visualization of the LA and the highend intracardiac electrogram recording and processing systems (e.g. Carto 3, Biosense
Webster) that are currently available, together provides the clinician with the perfect environment to effortlessly and at the same time precisely ablate the sites of interest. Apart from
just providing the visualization, the system is capable of storing all the recorded coordinate
data and also the electrograms at the sites of recording from the MPDC, for future analysis.
There have been development of some software packages for offline analysis of 3D-E maps
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[12] but the features are still limited and under development. Further, the recorded electrograms greatly help the clinician to understand the electrical activity, its intensity and also
to identify and confirm conduction blocks which are a result of lesions performed in the
procedure. Nevertheless, an important aspect to notice here is that the ablation procedure
followed even today does not involve determining and terminating patient-specific sources
(rotors) that could be present in the LA especially at PLAW, which is one of the primary
reasons for a poor 40% - 60% procedure success.

2.7

Rotors

An anatomic reentry is defined as a wave propagation activity that occurs in a ring like path
with an excitable gap between the wavefront and the wavetail. As discussed earlier, animal
studies involving isolated rings of ventricular muscles demonstrated electrical activities
that rotated around a center and this could most likely contribute to perpetuation of AF.
Even in humans, there are theories that suggest that the sources that are present outside the
PVs predominantly in the PLAW play a major role in arrhythmogenesis. These sources
called the rotors or rotational activities (RotAs) is similar to a functional reentry, only,
the curved wavefront and the wavetail meet at a point thus forming the shape of a spiral
wave and the tissue at this point is non-refractory. Further, the gap between the wavefront
and the tail is not fully excitable (as opposed to atrial flutter). The wavelength of the
RotA is defined as the spatial boundary of the propagating wave and is mathematically
computed as the product of refractory period and conduction velocity of the wave. The
RotA when represented in two dimensions displays the shape of a spiral wave but the spiral
wave can also be represented in three-dimensions considering the wall thickness of the
myocardium extending from endocardium to epicardium, in which case it is called a scroll
wave. However, in general, most of the studies involving RotAs employ 2D spiral waves.
Consequently, this thesis work also comprises of a 2D simulation study of a stable RotA
which is explained in Chapter 3.
The basic structure of RotA as illustrated in Figure 2.8, consists of a wavefront and a
wavetail; the front is nothing but the depolarized cells (phase 0 of AP) and the tail is the
repolarizing cells (Phase 3 of AP). In between the front and tail the layers of cells that are
gradually running into repolarization phase from the depolarization (referring to phase 2 of
AP) lie close to the wavetail. The layer of cells that is close to the wavefront but are not
actually the wavefront are those cells that are in early repolarization (Phase 1 of AP). The
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Figure 2.8: Propagation of a RotA wave: The wavefront direction and the duration of action potentials of a RotA wave are illustrated in the figure. The arrows points in the direction of propagation.
Image source: [65].

area covered by the layers of RotA described above constitutes the wavelength of the RotA,
which increases as a function of distance with reference to the core of the RotA due to the
effect of shorter APs of cells near the core. On the other hand, the exterior gap between
the wavefront and the tail (the gap excluding the wavelength) represents partially excitable
cells. The wavefront thus possesses the maximum voltage as compared to other parts of
the RotA. The front and the tail meet at a point the RotA source, where the tissue is nonrefractory. The RotA source could be referred as the most important part of a RotA structure
because of its peculiar electrical properties capable of driving the RotA. The RotA wave
after originating from the source, keeps rotating with the wavefront propagating forward
along the substrate. At every time instant, each point on the RotA wavefront moves forward
in the direction of its velocity vector. This velocity vector is dictated by the mechanism of
initiation of the RotA from its source. There are several theories that explain the initiation
of a RotA wave; one of the popular theories is discussed later in this section.
Two critical concomitant phenomenon with RotA waves are wavebreak and fibrillatory
conduction. Wavebreak is the phenomenon by which the propagating RotA wave encounters an obstacle such as a conduction block or a periphery, and as a result the wave breaks
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from its regular path of motion thus leading to passive effects such as secondary wavelets.
Fibrillatory conduction is a consequent phenomenon of wavebreak, where multiple selfsustained wavelets which are a children of the parent RotA (this RotA is commonly referred as Mother Rotor) that underwent wavebreak and that are distributed throughout the
atrium, maintain fibrillation. Apart from wavebreak, wave collision is also associated with
fibrillatory conduction and can result in low voltage electrograms.

Figure 2.9: Intitiation of a RotA by Vortex Shedding: The figure illustrates the mechanism of initiation of a RotA wave by a principle called vortex shedding, as explained by Cabo et al. It can be
clearly inferred that the radius of curvature (R) plays a major role in initiation of RotA by wavebreak. Image source: [65].

The concept of wavebreak plays a vital role in initiation of a RotA. One of the most
popular explanation for RotA initiation is called the Vortex Shedding. This phenomenon
was proposed by Cabo et al., in 1996 with the help of both experiments and simulation [10].
The simulation involved a 2D sheet of ventricle cells and the experiment was performed using sheep ventricular epicardium. Vortex shedding takes place when a wave encounters an
obstacle with sharp edges such that the curvature of the wave becomes greater than critical
and consequently takes a rotational path. From both experiments and simulation studies,
the investigators found that when the tissue excitability was reduced from the normal, the
wave propagating along an obstacle detaches from the obstacle, then took a curved path,
inturn rotating around its detached tip [10]. Further, the generation of vortex takes place
only when the curvature R as shown in Figure 2.9 is less than the critical curvature. Hence,
variation in tissue excitability and wavefront curvature are criteria vital for RotA initiation
and maintenance as well. As explained by this theory, tissue heterogeneities which may
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include changes in refractory period, conduction velocity, AP alternans etc., can lead to
wave detachment [65] [86] [23].
In the context of computer simulations, standard cross-field stimulation protocols are
used to generate RotAs. This method involves generation of a uniform plane wave and
subsequently applying a perpendicular stimulus aiming at the partially recovered tissue.
Further, there are standard mathematical models of cardiac tissue that are used today in
computer simulations; one such simulation was performed in this thesis work.
Once the RotAs are initiated, they are self-sustaining as long as an appropriate substrate is present. Furthermore, it is possible for RotAs to meander rather than spinning
around a fixed center. These unstable RotAs often undergo wavebreak at the periphery and
eventually extinguish. However, if the meandering area is very small then the meander is
consistent as long as no external wave or a focal trigger collides and confuses the locus
(i.e., meander trajectory).

2.8

Introduction to Electrocardiograms

As discussed earlier, the myocardium consists of propagation of activations and these voltage values can be recorded using electrode leads to obtain the representation of voltage over
time the electrocardiogram or simply electrogram. Electrocardiography was first invented
by Willem Einthoven in 1903 and he was awarded the Noble prize in Medicine for it in
1924. Ever since this invention, electrograms have been the simplest yet precise method to
detect and study the electrical activities of the heart. Electrograms can be obtained from
various locations in and over the heart and the recording from every location gives distinct
information.
2.8.1

Surface Electrocardiograms

The very first form of electrorgams invented by Einthoven was the surface electrogram
(ECG). He also designed the hardware device to record them using electrodes (which are
basically voltage sensors), along with a method used in recording the ECG signals. This
method involves placing the ECG leads in a specific pattern to form an imaginary triangle
called the Einthovens triangle. Two leads are placed in each of the arm and one at the
leg so as to form an equilateral triangle thus making the net voltage at the center, where
the heart is located, zero. Later, enhancements were made to the ECG recorder as well
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as the methods of recording. Today we have 6-lead and 12-lead ECG which gives all the
required information for cardiac assessment as the heart cycles through every consecutive
beats. Further, modern ECG devices incorporate advanced signal processing algorithms
and hardware that includes filters, amplifiers and also frequency domain feature analyzers.
Apart from the development of the recording systems, there have also been standard methods defined to read the ECG and make inferences. This interpretation of ECG is a field
of study by itself. Any arrhythmia or abnormal conditions can be precisely detected from
the ECG recording and also any cardiac quantity such as HR can be determined, all by
performing some simple math.
PQRST Complex

For a healthy heart (NSR), the curve obtained in the ECG is what is called the PQRST wave
(see Figure 2.10). PQRST is a representation of the pattern that describes the different
activations of the heart. The P-wave represents the initial depolarization of atrial cells due
to trigger from the SA node and the consequent mechanical contraction of the atria. The
next phase called the QRS complex, represents the depolarization of ventricles and is the
most significant interval of the PQRST. Further, the T-wave represents the repolarization of
ventricles. When a person is in NSR, the P-wave is a positive deflection, the Q is a negative
deflection followed by the R-wave with a relatively high positive amplitude and S is again
a small negative deflection. After a certain interval called the ST interval, occurs a positive
deflection of the T-wave. The ST interval is an important indicator in ischemic diseases
such as myocardial infarction. Further, the reason behind the QRS complex having larger
amplitude than P-wave is that the ventricular muscle mass is more than that of the atrium
and hence the depolarization of large number of cells creates a stronger signal. The baseline
of the ECG from where the deflections are measured is called the isoelectric line.
The normal time interval of a PR is 120 to 200 ms and that of QRS is 120 ms. Similarly,
the duration of QT interval is upto 440 ms [89]. In case of AF, the ECG indicates an irregular rhythm pattern and a very high HR. The most significant indication of AF is the absence
of P-waves and PR interval in the ECG. On the other hand, atrial flutter forms a unique
pattern in ECG, which are saw tooth waves along with absence of P-waves. Similarly, any
arrhythmia can be detected by examining the ECG.
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Figure 2.10: PQRST complex of Surface ECG: Figure shows the general representation of the different complexes in a surface ECG. P wave is due to atrial depolarization, QRS belongs to ventricle
depolarization and T wave is associated with ventricular repolarization. Note that the amplitude of
QRS complex is higher than others. Image source: Wikipedia.

2.8.2

Intra-cardiac Electrograms

When the electrograms are measured on the surface of the chest, they are surface ECGs
as discussed above; but when the electrograms are recorded from the inside of the cardiac
chamber, they are called intracardiac electrograms. Intracardiac electrograms are generally recorded from the high right atrium (HRA), coronary sinus (CS), bundle of His, and
apex. They are supplemented by external ECG leads I, II, III, aVL, V1, and V6. These
electrograms are advantageous in catheter ablation procedures to understand the electrical
activation patterns taking place in the heart. More specifically, the intracardiac electrograms that are recorded from the atrial chamber called intra-atrial electrograms or EGMs,
are used for AF analysis. The thesis work is also mainly focused on signal analysis of the
EGMs. On that note, it is worth discussing some important concepts regarding EGMs:
In general, the intracardiac electrograms and hence the EGMs can be generated by
recording the activations in two modes: the unipole and the bipole. Unipolar EGMs are
those recordings from only a single pole. Any EGM is always recorded with respect to a
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reference (ground – generally present in the subcutaneous tissue on the surface); in case
of unipolar, the reference is just zero and hence it represents the data from one single
electrode [21]. Unipole EGMs are primarily helpful in determining the wave direction,
conduction velocity and signal strength. The direction is determined by the positive or
negative direction of deflection. Einthoven’s convention suggests that a wavefront moving
towards the positive electrode would be displayed as a positive deflection and that moving
away from it, would produce a negative deflection. With the help of this convention, the
wave direction can be ascertained from unipoles. Next, the conduction velocity can be
obtained by investigating the slope of the signal. Further, the signal strength is nothing
but the amplitude of the unipolar EGM. Since there is no secondary component that could
cancel the unipole EGMs, all the above mentioned information remain intact [34].
In contrast, bipolar EGMs lose the above mentioned information except for the wave
direction, but displays a distinct set of details. In practice, bipolar EGMs are the standard
type of EGMs widely used in AF analysis. This is mainly because it provides information
on the change in activations occuring at the site of recording and also helps to discard
certain redundancies in the EGMs. Bipolar EGMs are obtained by subtracting the signal in
one unipole (cathode) from another reference unipole (anode) present close to the unipole
cathode itself [21]. Hence the main advantage of bipolar EGMs is that it gives a localized
measurement by eliminating all far-field activations such as ventricular activations. The
study presented in this thesis completely involves only bipolar EGMs.
To provide an insight into distinguishing surface ECGs and EGMs, the surface ECG
simply represents the cumulative activation sequence of the intracardiac electrograms recorded
separately from different parts of heart. The P-wave observed in the ECG can be correspondingly observed in EGMs as well, but the QRS cannot always be detected in bipolar
EGMs due to reasons explained earlier. In context of real-time recording, the EGMs are
observed first followed by the ECG due to the time delay taken by the ECG signal to travel
through the chest to reach the surface electrodes.
Some studies have made observations of three distinct patterns of EGMs during sustained AF: single potential, double potential and CFAEs (discussed previously) [56] [54]
[41] [87]. Single potential EGMs are those with only one single complex of activation.
Contrastingly, double potentials are EGMs with multiple complexes occurring subsequently
and they are unfavorable for AF analysis. Double potentials may signify a chaotic wave
activity or they may also be caused due to disorientation of the catheter. Also, there have
been studies in the past to analyze the frequency domain components of both surface ECGs
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Figure 2.11: Relationship between Different Types of Electrograms: The top-most plot is the surface lead which illustrates the QRS complex. The next two signals are the unipoles; the far-field
ventricular activations can be clearly seen in them. The last signal is the resultant bipole of the two
unipoles illustrated in the figure, it can be seen that the ventricular activations gets canceled giving
rise to atrial activations only.

and the EGMs, in order to investigate the correlation between them and also to demonstrate
the significance of these electrograms in clinical procedures such as catheter ablation [73]
[81].
In summary, although the unipolar EGMs display morphological consistency and preserves distinct wave characteristic information, bipolar EGMs are particularly used for
analysis pertaining to AF and so does the work in this thesis. Investigating the EGMs in
same or different domains can greatly help in understanding the wave propagation activities
and other mechanisms of AF.
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Chapter 3
Methods
This chapter provides information on the methods that were developed to accomplish the
objectives (objectives are mentioned in section 1.2). Study methods in phase-I mainly consists of a simulation study and a clinical study. A computer simulation of a 2D atrial tissue
was developed. The simulation was based on the mathematical model of human atrial cell
proposed by Nygren et al. Each component in the model was designed using ionic concentrations and ordinary differential equations that were subsequently solved using standard
numerical methods in order to obtain the activations on the tissue. A clinical study was
performed on an AF patient in the electrophysiology laboratory in order to obtain the intraatrial electrograms. High-efficient signal processing algorithms were then developed for
analyzing and characterizing both simulated and clinical electrograms. In phase-II of the
thesis, robust algorithms are developed for extracting characteristics of the clinical electrograms that were recorded in a clinical trial performed exclusively for this study. In addition
to that, a novel mapping and registration technique was developed using 3-dimensional
geometrical methods, to automatically identify the recorded locations of interest.
The following sections provide a detailed description of study methods and algorithms
developed in phase-I and phase-II.

3.1

Phase-I

The goal of phase-I was to investigate the variations in MPDC characteristics as the MPDC
moved towards the RotA source. The investigation was performed through a computer simulation, which facilitates positioning a simulated MPDC at any desired location and recording the electrograms. Subsequently, a clinical study was performed in order to confirm the
outcome of the simulation study, i.e., the inference of the variations in characteristics of the
electrograms, as the simulated MPDC moves towards the RotA.
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3.1.1

Simulation

The propagation of activations, or action potentials within cardiac tissue involves complex
interactions between cellular electrical activity, electrical cell-to-cell communication and
cardiac tissue structure [39]. The action potentials themselves are generated due to transmembrane currents through ion channels, pumps, and exchangers and can be formulated
using various mathematical models that often are specific to individual species and specific
regions of the heart [15]. Atrial models have been developed for different species such as
canine [69] and rabbit [43]. Since our investigation is based on human AF, we consider
human atrial models. Two such detailed human atrial model developed till date are the
Courtemanche et al., model [16] and the Nygren et al., model [63]. Both models include
the formulations of 12 transmembrane currents but the intracellular calcium dynamics are
different between them. The calcium dynamics of the Nygren et al., model is based on
Lindblad et al., [43] rabbit atrial model. Previous studies on the simulation of spiral waves
on the two models have shown that the Nygren et al., model produces stable spiral waves
[15] which serve as a sustained RotA in our simulation study. Hence, the simulation study
was performed by developing a computer simulation of the Nygren et al., human atrial cell
model.
Nygren Human Atrial Electrophysiology Model

Nygren et al. [63] published a mathematical model of the human atrial cell myocyte (shown
in Figure 3.1) which was based on average voltage-clamp data recorded from the isolated
single myocytes. It consists of an assembly of Hodgkin-Huxley-type equivalent circuits for
the sarcolemma and a fluid compartment model. This atrial model can reproduce the action
potentials produced by the atrial cells that are characterized primarily by ionic currents.
Figure 3.1 A and B shows the circuit and the compartment model for the human atrial
cell. The various extracellular and the intracellular currents, the membrane voltage, the
governing capacitance, compliances and other ion concentrations are indicated in the figure.
The components in the modela can be used to form ordinary differential equations that
represents the system. These equations play a major role in controlling the effects and
mechanisms when numerically simulating the model.
The differential equations associated with the standard Nygren et al., [63] model are
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Figure 3.1: Nygren Mathematical Model: (A) Membrane equivalent circuit of the Nygren model.
(B) Fluid compartment model of the components used to represent the atrial cell. Image Source:
[63]

given below.
dV
IN a + ICa,L + It + Isus + IK1 + IB,N a + IB,Ca + IN aK + ICaP + IN aCa − Istim
=
dt
−Cm
(3.1)
Equation 3.1 is the primary differential equation which gives the membrane voltage V
by solving it using ODE solvers. The right hand side of the expression consists of addition
of different currents divided by the capacitance Cm . All the currents and other components
that are a part of the equation are shown in Figure 3.1. The mathematical expressions for
the ionic currents in the equation are given by the following equations:
IN a = PN a m3 (0.9h1 + 0.1h2 )[N a+ ]c V

F 2 e(V −EN a )F/RT − 1.0
RT
eV F/RT − 1.0

(3.2)
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ICa = ḡCa,L dL [fCa fL1 + (1 − fCa )fL2 ](V − ECa,app )

It = ḡt rs(V − EK )

(3.4)

Isus = ḡsus rsus ssus (V − EK )

(3.5)

IK,s = ḡK,s n(V − EK )

(3.6)

IK,r = ḡK,r pa pi (V − EK )

(3.7)

IK1 = ḡK1 [K + ]0.4457
c

IN aK

V − EK
1.0 + e1.5(V −EK +3.6)F/RT

(3.8)

IB,N a = ḡB,N a (V − EN a )

(3.9)

IB,Ca = ḡB,Ca (V − ECa )

(3.10)

[N a+ ]i1.5
V + 150.0
[K + ]c
.
.
1.5
1.5
+
+
[K ]c + kN aK,K [N a ]i + kN aK,N a V + 200.0

(3.11)

[Ca2+ ]i
[Ca2+ ]i + kCaP

(3.12)

[N a+ ]3i [Ca2+ ]c eγV F/RT − [N a+ ]3c [Ca2+ ]i eγ−1.0(V F/RT )
1.0 + dN a,Ca ([N a+ ]3c [Ca2+ ]i + [N a+ ]3i [Ca2+ ]c )

(3.13)

= I¯N aK

ICaP = I¯CaP

IN aCa = kN aCa

(3.3)

Some important variables in the above equations are expanded below. All items are taken
from Nygren et al., 1998 [63].

IN a – Na+ current

It – Transient outward K+ current

ICa,L – L-type Ca2+ current

Isus – Sustained outward K+ current
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IK1 – Inwardly rectifying K+ current
+

fL1 and fL2 – Fast and slow inactivation gat-

IB,N a – Background Na current

ing variables for ICa,L

IB,Ca – Background Ca+ current

fCa – [Ca2+ ]d -dependent ratio of fL1 to fL2

IN aK – Na+ -K+ pump current

inactivation of ICa,L

ICaP – Sarcolemmal Ca2+ pump current

r and s – Activation and inactivation gating

+

2+

IN aCa – Na -Ca

exchange current

variable for It

Istim – Rectangular current pulse used to IK,s – Slow delayed rectifier K+ current
evoke AP

n – Activation gating variable for Ik,s

Cm – Membrane Capacitance

IK,r – Rapid delayed rectifier K+ current

PN a – Permeability of IN a

pa and pi – Activation and inactivation gat-

m – Activation gating variable for IN a

ing variable for Ik,r

h1 and h2 – Fast and slow inactivation gat- γ – Position of energy barrier controlling
ing variables for IN a

voltage dependence of IN aCa

F , T , R – Faraday’s constant, Absolute tem- dN aCa – Denominator constant for IN aCa
perature, Universal gas constant
dL – Activation gating variable for ICa,L
In addition to the currents, the ion concentrations are mentioned in square parenthesis
with a subscript, where the subscript b refers to concentration in bulk medium, c refers
to that in extracellular cleft space and i refers to that in intracellular medium (see Figure
3.1 B). Furthermore, E with a subscript ion symbol refers to the equilibrium potential
of the respective subscript ion, ḡ with subscripts refers to the maximum conductance for
the currents associated with the respective subscript and expressions with k refers to halfmaximum binding concentration for the respective subscript ion.
Further, each term in the equations from equation 3.2 to 3.13 has its sub-equations
either as a differential or a regular equation and these resulting currents are all substituted
in the primary equation i.e. equation 3.1. The main equation and sub-equations for IN a i.e.
equation 3.2 are provided below. All other equations can be referenced from Nygren et al.,
publication [63].
IN a

F 2 e(V −EN a )F/RT − 1.0
= PN a m (0.9h1 + 0.1h2 )[N a ]c V
RT
eV F/RT − 1.0
3

+
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m̄ =

1.0
1.0 +

(3.14)

m̄ − m
dm
=
dt
τm

(3.15)

dh1
h̄ − h1
=
dt
τh1

(3.16)

dh2
h̄ − h2
=
dt
τh2

(3.17)

[N a+ ]c
RT
log
F
[N a+ ]i

(3.18)

1.0
1.0 + eV +63.6)/5.3

(3.19)

EN a =
h̄ =

eV +27.12)/−8.21

2

τm = 0.000042e−((V +25.57)/28.8) + 0.000024

(3.20)

τh1 =

0.03
+ 0.0003
1.0 + e(V +35.1)/3.2

(3.21)

τh2 =

0.12
+ 0.0003
1.0 + e(V +35.1)/3.2

(3.22)

In the above equations, terms with a bar all represent steady-state value of the variables,
and τm is activation time constant for IN a and τh1 , τh2 are the fast and slow inactivation
time constants for the same, respectively.
In this thesis, a 10cm x 10cm two dimensional sample of atrial tissue with a spatial
resolution of 0.025cm was simulated using the Nygren atrial cell model. A few modifications were made to the standard Nygren model in our simulation. One such change is
the inclusion of IKr and IKs in the differential equation specifying the membrane voltage
(equation 3.1). Also, the diffusive current in the subsarcolemmal space calcium concentration was made positive and further the calcium binding concentration was changed to a
different value and the electroneutral sodium influx was excluded as performed by Cherry
et al., [15]. With the help of this model, a stable RotA was generated (Figure 3.2 A) for a
duration of 2 seconds, which led to approximately six rotations. In addition to the model
with a stable RotA described above, a variant of the Nygren et al. atrial model is also
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implemented (Figure 3.3) with the following concentrations held constant: [K+ ]i , [K+ ]c ,
[Na+ ]i , [Na+ ]c , [Ca2+ ]c [15]. This model creates a larger gyration around a virtual center
and a more dynamic meandering at the center of the rotor (see Figure 3.3). All the analysis
in the simulation study was performed for both the standard model and the variants.

Figure 3.2: Computer Simulation Study: (A) RotA wave with the MPDC at location L1 which has
the first activated bipole at bipole 6 indicated with the arrow pointing towards it. (B) The electrograms at location L1. The numbers at the left corner indicates the lead number of the corresponding
bipole electrode and the asterisk denotes the first activated bipole (FAB). The conduction delay
between bipole 5 and the FAB, and the cycle length are indicated.
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Figure 3.3: Computer Simulation Study – Variant of the Nygren model: (A) Original RotA wave
with RotA source (i.e. core) indicated in black square (B) Meandering RotA wave created using
variant of Nygren model; the black square indicates the center that was fixed with respect to the
original RotA in (A), the meandering activity is clearly displayed at two different time instances.
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Simulation of MPDC Electrograms

The simulation was programmed to store the output required to generate pseudo-ECGs
(axial currents) obtained from specific locations of the 2D tissue (Figure 3.2 B) by solving
the monodomain formula given by equation 3.23 for the transmembrane voltage V . This
feature was utilized for simulating an MPDC by providing the program with these location
values determined according to the orientation of the electrodes of an MPDC. Using this
method, a 20 pole (i.e., 10 bipole) MPDC (replication of Lasso catheter, Biosense Webster,
Diamond Bar, CA) with a diameter of 15 mm, was simulated and the pseudo-ECG values
at those locations were obtained. A detailed description of these MPDC locations and their
movement towards the RotA, which constitutes the objective of our simulation study, is
provided in the section 4.1.1. The total time taken for the complete simulation including
the pseudo-ECG reconstruction phase for all the locations on the 2D tissue was about 60
minutes when run on 8-Core Intel i7 processor with speed 3.40 GHz; this entire simulation
was then repeated for all other MPDC locations.
The following equation gives the monodomain formulation that was solved in the tissue:
∂V
Iion
= ∇(D∇V ) −
∂t
Cm

(3.23)

where V is the transmembrane voltage, ∇ is the gradient operator, D is diffusion tensor that
is a constant (0.001 cm2 /s [88]) since the tissue was considered isotropic in our simulation,
Cm is the membrane capacitance and Iion ionic current specified by the model formulation. The activations of a 10-bipole simulated MPDC is shown in Figure 3.2 B, where the
numbers 1 through 10 indicate the simulated bipole electrodes.
3.1.2

Clinical Study

The primary objective of performing the clinical study was to investigate if the results obtained from the analysis of the variations in the MPDC electrogram characteristics in the
simulation studies conform to a practical AF circumstance. This is basically an approach to
check the reliability and fidelity of the inference of our simulation study during heterogeneous situations such as AF in a real human atrium. The clinical AF data was collected from
a persistent-AF patient (age 59, male) who was undergoing the first AF catheter ablation
for drug-refractory. The study was approved by the institutional review board at Toronto
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General Hospital, and the patient provided written informed research consent. Transthoracic echocardiography and transesophageal echocardiography were performed 1 day before ablation in order to evaluate left ventricular ejection fraction and LA size and exclude
intraatrial thrombus. LA size was assessed in the parasternal long-axis view. Maximum LA
volume was derived using the prolate ellipsoid method. The patient underwent ablation in
the post absorptive state after antiarrhythmic drugs were discontinued for 5 half-lives, with
the exception of amiodarone, which was continued. Vascular access was achieved using the
femoral vein. A 20-pole catheter (Live-wire, St. Jude Medical, St Paul, MN) was placed in
the coronary sinus. After inter-atrial septal puncture, a 20-pole variable curve circular mapping MPDC (15-25 mm diameter, 1-mm interelectrode distance; Lasso, Biosense Webster,
Diamond Bar, CA) was placed in the LA through a guide sheath. The circular catheter was
maintained at maximum diameter whenever possible and maneuvered to the following LA
regions in sequence: left PV ostia/antrum, posterior/inferior wall, roof/appendage, right PV
ostia/antrum, septum, and anterior wall. At each location, 10 bipolar electrograms (30-500
Hz) were simultaneously recorded for 2.5 seconds at a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz only
after catheter stability was achieved.
3.1.3

Signal Processing

Pre-processing of MPDC Electrograms

The pre-processing of the simulated and clinically-obtained MPDC electrograms were performed separately using custom software written in MATLAB as explained below.
Simulated Electrograms:
The activation times of the simulated MPDC electrograms (bipolar) should first be annotated at the locations of maximum deflections [68, 22]. For this purpose, a simple algorithm
that used thresholding techniques was developed. Since the simulated electrograms had a
highly stable baseline and mostly morphologically consistent activations, the annotation
algorithm worked excellently. A very minimum number of electrograms showed indistinct
activations (probably because the unipole activations canceled each other while calculating
the bipolar), such cycles were ignored from the study except for those that were manually
recognizable, they were then manually annotated.
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Clinically-obtained Electrograms:
After the ablation procedure was completed, the analysis of clinical data was performed
offline. The ablation data was first parsed and exported to MATLAB for pre-processing.
MPDC recordings (bipolar) were excluded if positional stability was poor during the recording or if there are some missing bipole recordings. The data that is required by the developed algorithm is readily available in the existing electroanatomical mapping systems.
The xyz coordinates of each bipole as well as the 3D structure of the left atrium were
obtained from the clinical mapping system so identification of the unstable catheter recordings, catheter deformities, or poor contact bipoles were easily done in our custom program.
Local activation of the remaining bipolar electrograms was defined automatically from the
maximum peak positive or negative deflection with reference to the isoelectric baseline
after which far-field ventricular activation was identified and excluded from the analysis
of local activation. The electrograms obtained from the various locations of recording in
the LA were first investigated by a clinical electrophysiologist to look for RotA sources.
A RotA was clinically defined if the time interval between consecutive local activations
around the circular catheter encompassed the local AF cycle length such that the head of
the advancing wavefront met the tail of the subsequent wavefront [27]. To ensure the arrhythmias analyzed were stable, only the MPDC recordings with electrograms consisting of
≥3 cycles of similar activation pattern and bipolar electrogram morphology were retained
for further analysis.
Characterization of MPDC Electrograms

In order to accomplish the goal of our study, which is to investigate the variations in the
characteristics of MPDC electrograms, the following three characteristics were determined
at each recording site: (1) first activated bipole (FAB), (2) total conduction delay (TCD),
and (3) average cycle length (CL) at the FAB.
FAB was determined as the first bipole that encounters the wavefront (i.e, the bipole
with the earliest activation time (AT)). The AT of each bipole is calculated with respect
to the beginning of the recordings. For example, in Figure 3.2 B, the FAB denoted by
the asterisk implies that at location L1 the earliest activation occurred at bipole electrode
number 6 (bipole 6) of the MPDC. The FAB is shown as the head of the arrow in Figure
3.2 A.
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The conduction delay (CD) of a particular bipole is calculated as the interval from each
local activation to that of the neighboring bipole with respect to its FAB. For example,
in Figure 3.2 B, the conduction delay of bipole 5 (CD5 ) is calculated as the time interval
between the activations of bipole 6 (i.e., FAB) and bipole 5, as illustrated in the figure. CD4
will be calculated with respect to bipole 5 and so forth as follows:
CDi = |ATi − ATi+1 |

(3.24)

i = FAB − 1 to 1
The calculation of CD6 to CD9 will be continued with respect to the subsequent bipole as
shown below:
CDi = |ATi+1 − ATi |

(3.25)

i = FAB to 9
Additionally, CD10 is calculated as the time interval between bipole 1 and bipole 10 as
given below:
CD10 = |AT1 − AT10 |

(3.26)

Figure 3.4 illustrates how our CD and TCD calculations are performed for the MPDC in
Figure 3.2B. Bipole 6 is the FAB with the earliest activated time of 580 ms. CD1 to CD10
are calculated as explained above and shown for each bipole. This procedure is continued
for all cycles of the electrogram and the CD for every bipole electrode is averaged over the
number of cycles to obtain a single value of CD for each electrode. Finally, the summation
of the average CD of every electrode, is calculated to obtain the TCD at each recording
site. The mathematical expression for TCD at any MPDC location l, is given by:
TCDl =

10
X

CDi

(3.27)

i=1

The cycle length is the time delay between two successive activations in the same electrode during consecutive cycles (Figure 3.2 B). Here, we calculate CL using only the FAB
to have a single CL for a given MPDC location. The cycle length of the FAB is calculated for different cycles and averaged over the number of cycles to obtain an average cycle
length (i.e., CL) for the FAB.
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Figure 3.4: TCD Calculation: This diagram illustrates the FAB and TCD calculations for the electrograms recorded using an MPDC. Bipole 6 is the FAB and TCD is 94 ms, which is the sum of
CD1 to CD10 . AT: activation time. CD: conduction delay. All times are given in ms.

3.2

Phase-II

As discussed earlier, the goal of Phase II is to investigate the electrograms that indicate
sites of LV and VLV during AF – these sites together are called “LVAF” in this thesis;
and investigate the same during NSR – these sites are called “NSR scar” in this thesis.
Subsequently, the proposed hypothesis that the left atrial locations indicating an LVAF does
not necessarily signify locations of an actual scar, was verified by analyzing the groups of
LVAFs and NSR scars.
3.2.1

Clinical Study

A clinical trial comprising of two stages of recording was performed on a patient referred
for AF ablation therapy. In the first stage, the 3D electroanatomic mapping along with
simultaneous recording of intra-atrial electrograms was carried out when the subject was
initially in NSR. The second stage involves inducing AF and performing the recording with
utmost location-consistency to the previous stage. After making these recordings, ablation
was performed on the patient. The three dimensional coordinates of the LA substrate, the
same for the electrodes of mapping catheter (Lasso, Biosense Webster, Diamond Bar, CA)
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for all the recordings, and bipolar electrograms for 2.5 sec duration were all exported to
MATLAB for offline study.
3.2.2

Signal Processing of AF and NSR Electrograms

Annotation of electrograms at the Activation Points

The annotation of bipolar electrograms at local activation times was performed through a
generic program that was developed in MATLAB to process the AF and NSR data differently. A detailed description of the processing technique is provided in the forthcoming
paragraphs.
NSR Recordings:
The step-by-step algorithm for NSR analysis is provided in Section 1. Each bipole from the
NSR recordings was initially subjected to pre-processing which includes a cascade of bandpass, lowpass filters and thresholding blocks. Local activation of the preprocessed bipolar
electrograms (red asterisks in Figure 3.5) was defined automatically from the maximum
peak positive or negative deflection when the electrograms were monophasic or biphasic
[27].
These activation times (ATs) were utilized to establish a window in order to identify
the maximum positive and negative peaks (black asterisks in Figure 3.5). The peak-topeak (p-p) amplitude in every activation interval was subsequently determined followed
by the maximum p-p amplitude a.k.a. maximum p-p voltage (MPV) of an electrogram.
This procedure was repeated for all the electrograms from the set of NSR recordings. As
a result, we obtain the MPVs for each electrogram and this MPV values were later used to
distinguish between an NSR scar and a regular NSR electrogram.
An MPV threshold of 0.3 mv was established to distinguish an NSR scar [27]. This implies that any electrogram with MPV greater than 0.3 mv was considered normal and those
less than 0.3 mv was considered scar. Further, the NSR scar electrograms and their corresponding locations of recording (coordinate data from 3D-E map) were stored for analysis.
AF Recordings:
The electrograms recorded during AF is characterized by rapid activations at irregular time
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intervals and hence compelled enhanced pre-processing techniques to those used with NSR.
The filter blocks were kept unchanged from those used with NSR, but the thresholding
block was tuned to a lower threshold since most AF electrograms have relatively less amplitudes. After pre-processing, the resultant electrograms were annotated at the ATs using
similar methods implemented on the NSR recordings (black asterisks in Figure 3.5).
The windowing method that was developed to identify positive and negative peaks about
the ATs was prudently customized to be adaptive in order to handle the inconsistency of
activations in AF and hence avoid misinterpretations in identification of peaks, which substantially resulted in accurate computation of p-p amplitudes of AF electrograms. Subsequently, the MPVs were determined in the similar fashion as performed with NSR recordings.
In order to verify our hypothesis, the electrograms with MPV less than the threshold (0.3
mv) were designated as LVAF. This helps in verifying if the LVAF electrograms correlates
to a characteristic scar. Finally, the locations of the LVAF bipoles were obtained.
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Algorithm 1 Automated Scar Classification of NSR Electrograms
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:

Start
for i = 1 to number of NSR bipolar EGMs do
egm ← af egm(i)
Procedure 1: Activation Time Identification
Pre-processing:
bp egm ← bandpass of (egm, passband = 40Hz, stopband = 250Hz)
lp egm ← lowpass of (bp egm|bp egm>0 , cut-off frequency = 20Hz)
Activation Time Computation:
window = 50
reference = 25
threshold = 0.03
max def ← maximum deflection of (egm)
while reference + (window)/2 < length of (egm) do
thresh egm ← max def(reference - (window)/2 to reference + (window)/2)
act amplitude ← minimum of (thresh egm > threshold)
Activation time ← time(act amplitude)
Procedure 2: Peak to Peak Amplitude Computation
amplitudes ← egm(activation time - (window)/2 to activation time + (window)/2)
max amplitude ← maximum of (amplitudes)
min amplitude ← minimum of (amplitudes)
Peak to peak amplitudes (reference) ← max amplitude − min amplitude
ref erence ← (ref erence + (window)/2) + 1
endwhile
MPV of NSR egm(i) ← maximum of (peak to peak amplitudes);
Procedure 3: Scar Classification
mpv threshold = 0.3
if mpv > mpv threshold then
scar egms (i) = [i, mpv];
else
nonscar egms (i) = [i, mpv];
endif
endfor
End
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Figure 3.5: Detection of Activation Times, Positive and Negative Peaks in NSR and AF for Both Scar
and Non-scar Electrograms: Figure A, B, C and D illustrates NSR and AF electrograms that are
normal and that displaying characteristics of a scar. The asterisks indicate the points of activation
and the black circles represent the positive and negative peaks. Note that the MPV is the voltage
between the positive peak and the negative peak (i.e., between two black circles). The MPVs for
the respective electrograms are reported on top of each figure.
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3.2.3

Mapping and Registration of AF bipoles to NSR bipoles and vice-versa

Now that we obtained the locations of NSR scar bipoles and LVAF bipoles, there are
two types of analysis that has to be performed – first, the MPV values of NSR scars
should be compared with the MPVs of those locations in AF that possess a close positioncorrespondence with the NSR scar locations. Note that these corresponding AF locations
(CO-AF) need not necessarily be LVAF but can contain LVAF bipole locations.
Although the clinical recordings during AF and NSR were both performed with maximum possible location consistency, it is highly improbable to position the catheter at the
exact same location as that in the NSR. Hence, a robust method was developed to map the
location of the NSR scar bipoles to the CO-AFs. This mapping process plays an important
role in our study since the output MPV values of the mapped points are considered the
major comparison parameters.
The step-by-step mapping algorithm is provided in Section 2. The mapping algorithm
starts with the location of 10 bipolar electrodes for each location of recording. These 10
bipoles are basically 20 unipolar electrodes (black rings in Figure 3.6) of the catheter, since
each bipole is represented by the 3D coordinates of two unipoles. For efficient bipole
mapping, the mean location of every two adjacent unipoles is determined (solid circles in
cyan in Figure 3.6) and the rest of the mapping procedure is continued based on these mean
bipole locations. For convenience, from here on, the term ”AF bipoles” refers to the mean
bipoles associated with the recordings of AF and ”NSR bipoles” refers to the mean bipoles
in NSR recording (these designations are applicable only for terms describing phase II).
Figure 3.7 shows an example of some NSR scar locations SR1 to SR6 (indicated by
blue markers). The goal of the mapping procedure is to find one or many AF bipoles (i.e.
CO-AFs) for every NSR scar bipole, which closely corresponds to the position of the same
in three dimensional space.
Now, the 3D euclidean distance is determined between a single NSR scar bipole and all
the AF bipoles (consisting of both LVAF and non-LVAF locations), as illustrated in Figure
3.9 (for convenience of illustration, only a couple of AF bipoles AF1-AF8 is shown in the
figure). This computation can be mathematically expressed as follows.
Dn =

p
(xSR1 − xAF n )2 + (ySR1 − yAF n )2 + (zSR1 − zAF n )2

(3.28)

where, Dn is the three dimensional euclidean distance between an NSR scar bipole and
nth AF bipole; xSR1 , ySR1 and zSR1 are the x, y and z coordinates of the NSR scar bipole;
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Figure 3.6: Computation of Average Bipole Locations: Figure on the left illustrates a catheter
recording in the anterior LA. In the figure on right – Each tiny black ring on the catheter represents a unipolar electrode. Two closely spaced unipoles together form a bipole. The average of any
two unipoles is indicated by solid circles in cyan color.

xAF n , yAF n and zAF n are the x, y and z coordinates of the nth AF bipole; n varies from 1
to total number of AF bipoles.
The next step of the procedure is establishing a threshold value of 4.1 units as the
maximum possible distance (Dn ≤ 4.1) to identify CO-AFs. Intuitively, Dn ≤ 4.1 implies
that, if a sphere is constructed with center at the NSR scar bipole and with a radius of 4.1
units, then any AF bipole that falls within this sphere is considered as a CO-AF to that NSR
scar bipole (see Figure 3.10). This process helps to confirm the registration of the bipole
locations in AF and NSR.
The calculation using equation 3.28 was repeated for all the NSR scar bipoles to obtain
the CO-AFs of each of them (as demonstrated in Figure 3.11). Subsequently, the MPVs of
the NSR scars and the CO-AFs were obtained and organized in arrays for analysis.
Finally, the same mapping technique was performed for every LVAF bipole in order to
identify the corresponding NSR bipole (CO-NSR) in three dimensional space, along with
the MPVs of LVAFs and CO-AFs similar to as performed for CO-NSR.
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Figure 3.7: NSR Scar Bipoles: SR1 to SR6 represents a random set of NSR scar bipoles whose location is indicated in blue circles on the LA. Each of SR1 to SR6 is to be mapped to a corresponding
AF bipole.

Figure 3.8: NSR Scar Bipoles along with AF Bipoles: The blue circles are the set of NSR scar
bipoles and a CO-AF is to be determined for SR1, for which all the AF bipoles are considered.
The green circles designated from AF1 to AF8 represent a couple of AF bipoles (for illustration
convenience) from the entire AF set.
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Figure 3.9: Computation of 3D Euclidean Distance: SR1 is the NSR scar bipole that is to be
mapped. AF1 to AF8 are the AF bipoles which are the reference locations for distance calculation. The black arrows between SR1 and each AF bipole indicates the three dimensional euclidean
distance between them.

Figure 3.10: Identification of CO-AF by Thresholding: SR1 is the NSR scar bipole and AF1 (indicated by green circle with a white edge) is the CO-AF of SR1, implying that among all the AF
bipoles only AF1 has a euclidean distance less than the threshold which is 4.1 distance units.
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Figure 3.11: Final Outcome of the Mapping Algorithm: Each NSR scar bipole indicated by blue
circle consists of one or more CO-AFs indicated by green circles. This mapping is performed for
the entire set of NSR scar bipoles to obtain the respective CO-AFs.

Algorithm 2 Automatic Mapping and Registration of NSR Scar Locations to AF Bipole Locations
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

Start
threshold = 4.1
bipole(i) ← average of (unipole pair(i))
for i = 1 to number of NSR scar bipoles do
x ← x-coordinate of bipole(i)
y ← y-coordinate of bipole(i)
z ← z-coordinate of bipole(i)
for n = 1 to number of AF bipoles do
af x ← x-coordinate of AF bipole(i)
af y ← y-coordinate of AF bipole(i)
af z ← z-coordinate of AF
p bipole(i)
euclidean distance ← (x − af x)2 + (y − af y)2 + (z − af z)2
if euclidean distance > 4.1 then
Co-af(i) = [afx, afy, afz];
endif
endfor
endfor
End
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3.3

Chapter Summary

Phase-I methodology consists of procedures written in FORTRAN to simulate RotA waves
by implementing an existing mathematical model of human atrial electrophysiology (Nygren et al. model) that describes the cellular mechanisms using differential equations.
Further, in this phase, a MATLAB algorithm was developed to visualize the RotA and
record the simulated electrograms at any desired location on the 2D simulated atrial tissue. Also, an automated algorithm to efficiently filter, annotate and calculate the desired
characteristics of the recorded signals was developed. As an evaluation strategy, a clinical
study was performed where the intra-atrial electrograms and the 3D electroanatomic data
were recorded from an AF patient using an MPDC that is similar to the one used in simulation. High-efficient filtering blocks were applied to the clinical electrograms and a robust
method was formulated for automatic detection of activation times of all the recorded AF
electrograms. Subsequently, mathematical methods for calculation of the electrogram characteristics were defined. The outputs of all the methods were stored for further analysis and
investigation. This constitutes the methodology in phase-I of the thesis.
Phase-II of the thesis adds more sophistication to the methodology by development of
a mapping technique. A clinical study was initially performed, but unlike the clinical study
in phase-I, this study involved recording of the intra-atrial electrograms when the patient
is in NSR and again performing the recording when the patient goes to AF, placing the
MPDC at almost the same locations during both NSR and AF recording. The recorded
data was analyzed offline using MATLAB. First, all the electrograms were subjected to
cascaded filter blocks consisting of lowpass and bandpass filters. A thresholding method
was developed to automatically decide between the two predefined thresholds based on the
recording type (NSR or AF). Procedures were written for identifying the activation times
and annotating the electrograms at those times, after which the the peak-to-peak amplitudes
for each activation complex for all the electrograms were calculated. The maximum of the
p-p amplitudes for each electrogram was determined and these MPVs were used to define
and distinguish the NSR scars and LVAFs. Now, a software that uses a decisive algorithm
was designed for mapping these NSR scar locations and registering them with the locations
in AF. This algorithm first applies averaging techniques on all the bipole 3D coordinates
and then utilizes a 3D geometrical method to map and evaluate the CO-AFs identified for
the NSR scars. The software stores the coordinate and MPV information pertaining to the
NSR scars and CO-AFs for further investigation. Finally, the mapping software is run again
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but now with the input as the LVAF locations, for obtaining the output CO-NSRs.
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Chapter 4
Results and Discussion
4.1
4.1.1

Phase-I
Simulation

Figure 4.1 illustrates the simulation study. For investigating the variations in characteristics
of MPDC electrograms as the MPDC moves towards a RotA source (L4 in Figure 4.1), the
locations of the MPDC recordings in the simulation were selected as shown in Figure 4.1.
Initially we start the algorithm by selecting a random location farther from the RotA (i.e.,
L1). The MPDC was then advanced to a random location towards the direction of the RotA
source (i.e., L2 ) as assessed visually. This procedure was repeated to L3 and then L4
until the MPDC reached the RotA source (i.e., L4). This guidance procedure was repeated
starting the MPDC from 5 different locations forming 5 paths (Path A to Path E in Figure
4.1 A). The MPDC electrograms obtained from Path A are shown in Figure 4.1 B. The FAB,
TCD, and CL was calculated at each location using the procedure discussed previously in
the Methods Section.
While moving the MPDC towards the RotA source (moving from L1 to L2, L3 and L4)
and determining the electrogram characteristics at each location along the movement path,
the variations in TCD and CL were examined. Figure 4.3 A shows the TCD values of the
five paths as the MPDC was moved from L1 to the RotA source at L4. As can be seen in
this figure, TCD increased along all the paths. For example, as can be seen in Figure 4.1 B
the TCD value increased from 106ms to 112ms, 166ms, and 228ms as the MPDC moved
from L1 to L2, L3, and L4 (the RotA location). It was also observed that at each location,
the FAB was the bipole closest to the RotA source. Additionally, a decreasing pattern in the
CL of the FAB was generally observed as the MPDC moved towards the RotA; however,
the pattern was not consistent in some cases, as shown in Figure 4.4A. The experiment was
repeated using the modified Nygren model as explained in Section 2.1. The steady-state
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spiral wave trajectories found using this model created a larger gyration on a circle with a
radius of greater than 1cm. Our calculation resulted in a similar behavior showing that the
TCD increased along all the paths even in the presence of a meandering rotor (as shown in
Figure 4.2. These observations from the simulation study led to the following predictions:
• Moving the MPDC in the direction of the FAB with respect to the center of the
catheter will guide the MPDC towards the RotA source.
• A decreasing (increasing) TCD as the MPDC moves from one location to a neighboring location indicates that the MPDC is moving away from (towards) the RotA
source.
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Figure 4.1: Simulation Results: (A) L4 is the location of the known RotA source. The circles show
the MPDC at the start point (L1) of each of the paths A to E; in every step of each path, the MPDC
moves forward towards the RotA source; (B) The electrograms show the conduction pattern of path
A from L1 to L4. The TCD increases from 106ms to 228ms, as reported on the top of each MPDC
electrogram. The numbers at the left corner indicates the lead number of the corresponding bipole
electrode of the MPDC.
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Figure 4.2: Modified Nygren Model’s Simulation Results: (A) L4 is the location of the meandering
RotA source. The circles show the MPDC at the start point (L1) of each of the paths A to E; in
every step of each path, the MPDC moves forward towards the RotA source; (B) The electrograms
show the conduction pattern of path A from L1 to L4. The TCD increases from 116ms to 245ms,
as reported on the top of each MPDC electrogram. The numbers at the left corner indicates the lead
number of the corresponding bipole electrode of the MPDC.
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Figure 4.3: Variation in TCD with respect to the MPDC Location: (A) In simulation study, the
TCD shows an increasing gradient as the MPDC moves from L1 towards the RotA at L4, in all the
paths. (B) The plot demonstrates the increasing gradient of TCD in the clinical study, in both Path
A and Path B when the MPDC moves from L1 to LRotA, with the location of every successive step
directed towards the FAB of the current location.
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Figure 4.4: Variation in Average Cycle Length (CL) of the FAB with respect to the MPDC Location:
(A) In simulation study, the CL of Path D and Path E shows a decreasing gradient as the MPDC
moves from L1 towards the RotA at L4. However, this decreasing gradient is not consistent in the
other paths, where the CL decreases as the MPDC moves from L1 to L3 but increases at L4. (B)
The plot demonstrates the inconsistent CL behavior observed in the clinical study. In Path A, the
CL shows a decreasing gradient when the MPDC moves from L1 to LRotA, with the location of
every successive step directed towards the FAB of the current location; however in Path B, the CL
gradient is inconsistent; it increases as the MPDC moves from L1 to L3 with the location of every
successive step directed towards the FAB of the current location, but it decreases at the location of
RotA (i.e., LRotA).
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4.1.2

Clinical Study

One RotA source was located along the posterior wall as confirmed by the clinical electrophysiologist (LRotA in Figures 4.5 A and 4.6A). The RotA was reported for 0.5 ms,
leading to 4 rotations. Our objective was to use the MPDC electrogram characteristics and
verify if the predictions of the simulation study (i.e., the increasing TCD and the direction
of FAB as the MPDC moves towards the RotA source) can be verified in a clinical AF case.
In order to accomplish this objective, from the locations of MPDC recordings, we select
a random location and looked for an immediate neighboring location that satisfied the following criteria: (1) The MPDC location was in the direction given by the FAB of the current
location, (2) The TCD at this location was greater than that of the current location. We continue following such locations successively until we could not find a neighboring MPDC
location with such criteria or we reached the RotA source. In cases where a neighboring
MPDC location with our criteria could not be found, we start with any of the neighboring
locations and reset the algorithm until we find a location that satisfied the criteria. This
exhaustive procedure was repeated for all the MPDC locations that were recorded in the
clinical study and found all the paths that consisted of successive MPDC locations and
started from one location farther from the RotA source and ended up in the location of the
RotA source, thus forming a path always directed towards the RotA. Four such paths were
found; the two longest paths along with their electrograms are shown in Figures 4.5 and
4.6. In these figures, each arrow indicates the direction of the FAB of its corresponding
MPDC and the TCD is calculated with respect to the FAB. For the path shown in Figure
4.5 A, it can be seen that the value of the TCD represents an increasing pattern which is
from 35 ms through 64 ms to 100 ms until the MPDC converges on the RotA where the
TCD is observed to be 165 ms. The path shown in Figure 4.6 presents the same behavior.
The overall TCD increases for all the four paths from the clinical study as shown in Figure
4.3 B. However, the CL corresponding to the FAB, of these four paths did not show consistent variations, similar to our simulation study (Figure 4.4 B). Our observations suggest
that the results obtained from our simulation study are valid for a case of clinical human
AF as well, thereby suggesting that when the MPDC was at a location far from the RotA, it
could have been guided to the location of the RotA source by monitoring the FAB and the
variations in TCD.
In addition to calculating the TCD and CL characteristics, the relationship between
TCD and CL was studied when the MPDC is exactly converging on the RotA source (i.e.,
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L4). At this location, the MPDC encircles the RotA source and any cycle of the RotA wave
is completed at the same MPDC electrode where the cycle started. Hence, the TCD (i.e.,
TCDRotA ) is almost equal to the CL (i.e., CLRotA ): TCDRotA ' CLRotA .
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Figure 4.5: Clinical Study - Path A: (A) The dashed rings (L1, L2 and L3) show the location of
MPDCs moving towards the RotA which is represented by a solid ring (LRotA); the direction of
the first activated bipole is indicated in the figure with arrows and is B9, B7 and B8 for L1, L2 and
L3, respectively. The filled circle represents bipole 1 of each MPDC. (B) A single cycle from the
electrograms obtained at each of L1, L2, L3 and LRotA are shown along with the corresponding
TCD reported at the top of each electrogram and the first activated bipoles are indicated by the
asterisks. The bipole electrode numbers 1 to 10 corresponding to each lead is indicated beside every
bipole. RPVs = right pulmonary veins; LPVs = left pulmonary veins. † Voltage scaling decreased
4×. ‡ Voltage scaling decreased 2×.
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Figure 4.6: Clinical Study - Path B: (A) The dashed rings (L1, L2 and L3) are the location of
MPDCs moving towards the RotA represented by a solid ring (LRotA); the first activated bipole is
denoted by the corresponding bipole number and an arrow pointing to it. The solid ring indicates
the location of the MPDC recording that encompasses the rotor source. ∗ represents bipole 1 of each
MPDC. (B) A single cycle from the electrograms obtained at each of L1, L2, L3 and LRotA are
shown along with the corresponding TCD reported at the top of each electrogram; the first activated
bipole is indicated by the asterisks; the corresponding bipole electrode numbers 1 through 10 are
indicated beside every bipole. RPVs = right pulmonary veins; LPVs = left pulmonary veins. 
Voltage scaling decreased 2×. † Voltage scaling decreased 4×. ‡ Voltage scaling decreased 5×. ×
Voltage scaling decreased 6×.
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4.2

Phase-II

The MPVs of all the NSR and AF bipoles, the NSR scar bipoles, the LVAF bipoles, the
CO-AFs and CO-NSRs, were all obtained for investigating the relationship between them.
Figure 4.7 shows the plot which constitutes the results of phase-II of the thesis.
The figure shows the threshold value (i.e. 0.3) that was used to distinguish between
NSR scars and other NSR electrograms, and between LVAF and AF electrograms. All bars
in blue indicate MPVs associated with NSR electrograms and those in red indicate MPVs
associated with AF electrograms. The first bar represents the plot of the MPVs of all NSR
electrograms; similarly, the second bar consists of MPVs of all AF electrograms. These
two were plotted to assist the investigation of the other plots which are obtained from the
analysis explained in methods section. The plots following the first two are the MPVs of
NSR scar, CO-AF, LVAF and CO-NSR. It can be observed from the figure that the NSR and
AF consists of large number of outliers compared to other plots, this is because it considers
the entire set of electrograms hence making the variance and deviations large. However,
those MPVs that are less than the threshold (i.e. those falling below the line in Figure
4.7) are our MPVs of interest. Further, the NSR scar and LVAF plots are both completely
below the threshold line, which verifies the accuracy of our algorithm. The plots of Co-AF
and CO-NSR are the major topic of discussion. They are the quantities that could help to
validate our hypothesis. The discussion on how the interpretations from the plots in Figure
4.7 leads to verification of the hypothesis, is provided in the following section.
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Figure 4.7: Relationship Between Different MPV Categories along with Indication of the Threshold
MPV: The threshold MPV (0.3 mv) is represented by the black line. Note that the majority of
CO-AF falls below the line and on the contrary, majority of CO-NSR lies above the line.

4.2.1

Discussion of Phase-II Results

Figure 4.8 shows the results (i.e. the MPV range of different entities) categorized into three
groups for effective analysis. Each group consists of a pair of variables of comparison. In
group-I it can be observed that the median of NSR MPVs is higher than that of AFs which
apparently substantiates the characteristics of NSR and AF.
Group II and group III comprises of some crucial observations pertaining to our hypothesis. Group II demonstrates the relationship between the MPVs of NSR scar bipoles
and CO-AF. As reported in Table 4.1, 21% of the total number of NSR bipoles is NSR
scar out of which 47% have a CO-AF identified by the mapping algorithm described in
Section 3.2.3. Further, 89% of the CO-AF belonged to LVAF, from which it can be inferred
that majority of the locations characterized as a scar in NSR evidently evaluates as a scar.
This also verifies that the algorithm of NSR scar characterization developed in our study is
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Total Bipoles

NSR Scar/
LVAF

CO-AF/
CO-NSR

CO-AF=LVAF/
CO-NSR=NSR Scar

CO-AF6=LVAF/
CO-NSR6=NSR Scar

NSR

180

21%
(38)

47%
(18)

89%
(16)

11%
(2)

AF

240

53%
(128)

36%
(46)

28%
(13)

72%
(33)

Table 4.1: Numerical Results of Phase II: Table consists of the numerical values for drawing conclusions on the relationship between scars in NSR and AF. On comparing the fourth column of the
two rows, it can be inferred that the value corresponding to group III is extremely less than group II
thus substantiating the hypothesis

highly reliable. On the other hand, group III provides information on relationship between
the MPVs of LVAF locations and the CO-NSR. This comparison reveals that the median
MPV of CO-NSR is relatively high (apparent from Figure 4.8). A quantity that particularly
distinguishes group II and group III is the number of CO-NSR bipoles that intersects with
NSR scar bipoles, which is an enormously small 28% when compared to that of group II.
This successfully verifies our hypothesis. All essential values are reported in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.8: Relationship Between Different MPV Categories: In group I, NSR represents the MPVs
of the entire set of NSR bipoles (which includes NSR scar bipoles); AF represents the MPVs of
the entire set of AF bipoles (which includes LVAF). In group II, NSR scar refers to the MPVs of
NSR scar bipoles and CO-AF refers to the MPVs of the CO-AF locations that were determined. In
group III, LVAF shows the MPVs of LVAF locations and CO-NSR shows the MPVs of the CO-NSR
locations that were determined. The plots illustrated in red represents MPVs associated with AF and
those in green represent MPVs associated with NSR.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
5.1

Contributions and Outcomes of the Thesis

In this thesis, we address the challenges and objectives discussed previously, using various
existing and novel algorithms. Some significant contributions of this thesis work are as
follows:
1. Simulation of an atrial tissue using an existing, well-known mathematical model of
human atrial cell.
2. Development of an AF simulation of a sustained stable RotA on the simulated atrial
tissue.
3. Development of an AF simulation of a sustained meandering RotA on the simulated
atrial tissue.
4. Design and development of a software program to simulate an MPDC with a specific
geometry and obtain the simulated electrograms at the MPDC electrode locations
automatically.
5. Design of filters and signal processing algorithms to reduce noise/artifact in clinically
recorded electrograms.
6. Development of an automated algorithm for activation time identification in both
NSR and AF clinical electrograms.
7. Development of an algorithm for automatic computation of electrogram characteristics for any number of recordings.
8. Development of a robust method to determine peak-to-peak voltages of all the electrograms.
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9. Development of a novel mapping and registration technique to identify the bipole
locations recorded during NSR that correspond to those recorded during AF, and
vice-versa.

5.2

Conclusion of the Thesis

The work presented in this thesis demonstrates the application of signal processing, mathematical modeling and numerical simulation techniques to analyze, apprehend and thus
characterize the mechanisms involved in atrial fibrillation. The mechanisms focused in this
thesis are the RotA waves and the myocardial scars.
Firstly, the variations in characteristics such as the TCD and CL from the MPDC electrograms was investigated as the MPDC moves towards a RotA source. Two approaches
were designed for the investigation: a computer simulation study that was developed using
an existing well-known mathematical model of human atrial cell and the second approach
was performing clinical studies with a human subject. As a result of the simulation study, a
consistent increase in the TCD was observed as the MPDC moved towards a RotA source.
It was also observed that the MPDC electrode that encounters the earliest activation was
always directed towards the RotA source. In a clinical AF case, the phenomenon of the
increasing gradient of TCD and the significance of the direction of FAB, if followed, have
the potential to guide the MPDC to the location of RotA source; however, we do not observe any similar consistent pattern from the CL. Next, analysis of clinical electrograms
from a different trial was performed to determine the characteristics of myocardial scar
locations during AF and NSR. Robust algorithms were developed for signal analysis, mapping and registration in order to obtain NSR scars, LVAF, CO-AF and CO-NSR locations.
The MPVs were subsequently investigated by comparison between the MPV sets that were
categorized into three different groups and finally the statistical relationship between all the
quantities of comparison was determined.
In conclusion, the algorithms developed in this thesis work and the inferences from the
implementation of those algorithms, addresses the current challenges in AF ablation such
as localization of RotAs, guidance of MPDC towards the RotA source, characterization
of myocardial scars and development of accurate scar maps to facilitate patient-specific
mechanism-based improved AF ablation therefore providing a better quality-of-life for AF
patients.
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